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1.   Program Name: 

 

B.Sc. (Hons.) in Chemistry 

 

2.   Vision: 
 

Chemistry Discipline endeavors to be a nationally-recognized model for educating and graduating students 

prepared to compete in and contribute to the ever-changing, technology-centered world of the 21
st
 century. 

Our focus is to achieving excellence and leadership in chemistry based teaching, fundamental research and 

innovative applications to ensure industrial and socio-economic development of Bangladesh. 

 

3.   Mission: 

 

The mission of the curriculum of the undergraduate program is to teach students about the structure of 

matter and the conditions required for material change and to provide students with educational and 

research experience in chemistry with talent in innovation, self-learning and career competitiveness. The 

goal of chemistry discipline is to prepare students for graduate study in chemistry or related fields or for a 

career in chemical industry or in teaching and research. 

 

4.    Program objectives: 

 
The aim of the program is to- 

• offer basic as well as advanced chemistry courses, lab experiences, and research activities 

• provide sufficient opportunities to work with relevant instrumentation 

• train experiment designing, execution, analysis and troubleshooting 

• assist the development of students majoring in other science related fields by providing chemistry 

courses, which provide the necessary knowledge based on the chemical field 

 

5.   Learning outcomes: 

 

The graduates from the chemistry discipline will be able to- 

• explain the major concepts, theoretical principles and experimental findings in chemistry 

• implement practical skills in chemical analysis to work for industrial applications 

• design updated synthetic protocols in their field and innovate new knowledge in chemistry through 

various research organizations 

• develop an effective writing and oral communication skills, specially the ability to transmit 

complex technical information in a clear and concise manner 

• acquire an ability to gain entry into professional schools, graduate programs or the job market 

 

6.  Teaching Strategy: 

 

Popular strategies are Lecture, case method, discussion, active learning (Apply what students are learning), 

cooperative learning (Small groups work together for achieving a common goal), integrating technology, 

power point presentation etc. 

 

7.  Assessment Strategy: 

 

Distribution of Marks: All theory and sessional courses examination will be evaluated out of 100 marks. 

 

• Marks distribution for theory courses:  

Attendance 10% 

 Continuous assessment 30% 

Written exam 60% 

 

• Marks distribution for sessional courses:  

Attendance 10% 

 Viva 30% 

Continuous assessment 60% 

 

• Bases for class attendance marks(both for theory and sessional):  

% of Attendance Marks 

90 and above 10 

85 to less than 90 9 

80 to less than 85 8 

75 to less than 80 7 

70 to less than 75 6 

65 to less than 70 5 

60 to less than 65 4 

Less than 60 0 
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• Continuous assessment:  

 
There shall be at least 03 (three) Class test (written exams) / Quizzes / Spot test / Open book exam / 

Presentation / Assignments /Home work etc. 

 

 

• Thesis evaluation:  

 

Thesis 80% 

Defense/Oral examination 20% 

 

 

• Grading system and grading scale:  

 

% of Marks Letter Grade Grade Point 

80 and above A+ 4.00 

75 to less than 80 A 3.75 

70 to less than 75 A- 3.50 

65 to less than 70 B+ 3.25 

60 to less than 65 B 3.00 

55 to less than 60 B- 2.75 

50 to less than 55 C+ 2.50 

45 to less than 50 C 2.25 

40 to less than 45 D 2.00 

Less than 40 F 0.00 

 S Satisfactory 

 U Unsatisfactory 

 I Incomplete 

 

 

 

Assessment tools: 

 

• Theory Courses: 

• Class participation (example: attendance) 

• Continuous assessment (example: quiz, spot test, open book exam, presentation, assignments, home work, 

written exams etc.) 

• Term final examination (written test) 

 

 

Sessional courses: 

 

• Class participation (example: attendance) 

• Sessional assessment (examples: field work, lab work, case study, performance, spot test, open book exam, 

presentation, assignments, written exam etc.)  

• Viva-voce (oral examination) 

 

 

Thesis/ project: 

 

• Participation (example: contact/discussion/communication with the supervisor) 

• Evaluation (examples: report, project paper, monographs ect.) 

• Viva-voce (Defense/oral examination) 

 

 

 

8.    Course Structure: 

 

Program duration:  4 Years 

Numbers of Terms:  8  

Term Duration:  21 Weeks 

Total number of credit hours available: 183 

Minimum credit hours to be earned: 161 
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8.1 Summary of the Total available credits (core and optional) from different areas of study: 

 

Distribution of credits in different areas of study: 

 

Areas of study 

Theory 
Sessional/ 

Field work 

Total 

(Core/Optional) Total 

credits 

Percentag

e of 

credits 

(%) 
Core Optional Core Optional Core Optional 

Physical Chemistry 23 12 5 --- 28 12 40 21.9 

Organic Chemistry 24 9 5 --- 29 9 38 20.8 

Inorganic Chemistry 27 6 6 --- 33 6 39 21.3 

Analytical Chemistry 6 --- 2 --- 8 --- 8 4.4 

Chemistry of Environment 2 6 1 --- 3 6 9 4.9 

Chemistry in Industries 6 --- 4 --- 10 --- 10 5.5 

Research skill 3 --- 3 --- 6 --- 6 3.3 

Basic Science (Physics, 

Mathematics & Statistics) 
19 --- 2 --- 21 --- 21 11.5 

Information Technology 2 --- 1 --- 3 --- 3 1.6 

Business 3 --- --- --- 3 --- 3 1.6 

Arts and Humanities 3 --- --- --- 3 --- 3 1.6 

Social Science 3 --- --- --- 3 --- 3 1.6 

Total 121 33 29 0 150 33 183 100 

 

 

Year-wise distribution of credits: 

 

Year Term 
Theory Sessional/Field Work 

Total 
Core Optional Core Optional 

First 
First 17 --- 4 --- 21 

Second 17 --- 4 --- 21 

Second 
First 17 --- 3 --- 20 

Second 15 --- 4 --- 19 

Third 
First 13 9 4 --- 26 

Second 12 9 5 --- 26 

Fourth 
First 15 6 3.5 --- 24.5 

Second 15 9 1.5 --- 25.5 

Total 121 28 29 0 183 

 

 

8.2   Course outline: 

Term wise course outline for the entire program 

 

1
st
 Year 1

st
 Term 

 

Course No. Title of the Course  Credit Hrs.  Hrs/Week 

Chem -1101 States of Matter and Equilibrium 3.0 3-0 

Chem -1102 Physical Chemistry Sessional -I  1.0 0-2 

Chem -1103 Periodic Table and Chemical Bonding 3.0 3-0 

Chem -1104 Qualitative Inorganic Analysis Sessional-I 1.0 0-2 

Phy -1105 Mechanics and Waves 3.0 3-0 

Phy -1106 Physics Sessional -I  1.0 0-2 

CSE -1107 Computer Science and Information Technology  2.0 2-0 

CSE -1108 Computer Language Sessional 1.0 0-2 

Math -1109 Differential and Integral Calculus  3.0 3-0 

Eng -1111 Communicative English  3.0 3-0 

Total  21.0 17-8 

        

1
st
 Year 2

nd
 Term 

 

Course No. Title of the Course  Credit Hrs. Hrs/Week 

Chem -1201 Solution Chemistry and Phase Equilibrium 3.0 3-0 

Chem -1202 Physical Chemistry Sessional-II 1.0 0-2 

Chem -1203 Principles of Inorganic Chemistry 3.0 3-0 

Chem -1204 Qualitative Inorganic Analysis Sessional-II 1.0 0-2 

Chem -1205 Introduction of Organic Chemistry 3.0 3-0 

Chem -1206 Identification of Organic Compounds Sessional-I 1.0 0-2 

Phy -1207 Electricity and Magnetism 2.0 2-0 

Phy -1208 Physics Sessional –II  1.0 0-2 

Math -1209 Algebra and Vector Analysis 3.0 3-0 

Econ -1211 Principles of Economics 3.0 3-0 

Total  21.0 17-8 
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2
nd

 Year 1
st
 Term 

 

Course No. Title of the Course  Credit Hrs. Hrs/Week 

Chem -2101 Chemical Thermodynamics 3.0 3-0 

Chem -2102 Physical Chemistry Sessional-III  1.0 0-2 

Chem -2103 Chemistry of Element-I 3.0 3-0 

Chem -2104 Quantitative Inorganic Analysis Sessional-I 1.0 0-2 

Chem -2105 Organic Chemistry-I 3.0 3-0 

Chem -2106 Identification of Organic Compounds Sessional-II 1.0 0-2 

Math -2109 Differential Equation and Numerical Analysis  3.0 3-0 

Phy -2111 Basic Electronics and Optics 2.0 2-0 

Stat -2113 Statistics 3.0 3-0 

Total  20.0 17-6 

    

2
nd

 Year 2
nd

 Term 

 

Course No. Title of the Course  Credit Hrs. Hrs/Week 

Chem -2201 Chemical Kinetics and Photochemistry  3.0 3-0 

Chem -2202 Physical Chemistry Sessional-IV 1.0 0-2 

Chem -2203 Chemistry of Element-II 3.0 3-0 

Chem -2204 Quantitative Inorganic Analysis Sessional-II 1.0 0-2 

Chem -2205 Organic Chemistry-II 3.0 3-0 

Chem -2206 Organic Synthesis Sessional-I 1.0 0-2 

Chem -2207 Analytical Chemistry-I 3.0 3-0 

Chem -2208 Analytical Chemistry Sessional-I 1.0 0-2 

BA -2215 Marketing Principles 3.0 3-0 

Total  19.0 15-8 

     

3
rd

 Year 1
st
 Term 

 

Course No. Title of the Course  Credit Hrs. Hrs/Week 

Chem -3101 Electrochemistry 3.0 3-0 

Chem -3102 Electro-analytical Techniques Sessional 1.0 0-2 

Chem -3103 Coordination Chemistry 3.0 3-0 

Chem -3104 Inorganic Synthesis Sessional-I 1.0 0-2 

Chem -3105 Bio-Organic Chemistry 3.0 3-0 

Chem -3106 Organic Synthesis Sessional-II 1.0 0-2 

Chem -3107 Chemical Spectroscopy-I 2.0 2-0 

Chem -3109 Environmental Chemistry 2.0 2-0 

Chem -3110 Environmental Chemistry Sessional 1.0 0-2 

Optional  3.0 3-0 

Total  20.0 16-8 

 

*Optional Course should be taken from the following courses. 

*Optional Courses: 

Chem -3111 Biochemistry 3.0 3-0 

Chem -3113 Stereochemistry 3.0 3-0 

Chem -3115 Microbiology 3.0 3-0 

       

3
rd

 Year 2
nd

 Term 

 

Course No. Title of the Course  Credit Hrs. Hrs/Week 

Chem -3201 Organometallic Chemistry   3.0 3-0 

Chem -3202 Inorganic Synthesis Sessional-II 1.0 0-2 

Chem -3203 Advanced Organic Chemistry 3.0 3-0 

Chem -3204 Advanced Organic Chemistry Sessional 1.0 0-2 

Chem -3205 Chemical Spectroscopy-II 3.0 3-0 

Chem -3206 Chemical Spectroscopy Sessional 1.0 0-2 

Chem -3207 Industrial Chemistry 3.0 3-0 

Chem -3208 Industrial Chemistry Sessional and Field Visit 2.0 0-4 

Optional  3.0 3-0 

Total  20.0 15-10 

 

*Optional Course should be taken from the following courses. 

*Optional Courses: 

Chem -3209 Colloid and Adsorption Chemistry 3.0 3-0 

Chem -3211 Supramolecular Chemistry 3.0 3-0 

Chem -3213 Green Chemistry 3.0 3-0  
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4
th

 Year 1
st
 Term 

 

Course No. Title of the Course  Credit Hrs. Hrs/Week 

Chem -4100 Project Thesis-I / Chemistry Sessional-I 1.5 0-3 

Chem -4101 Analytical Chemistry-II 3.0 3-0 

Chem -4103 Selected Topics in Inorganic Chemistry 3.0 3-0 

Chem -4105 Research Methodology 3.0 3-0 

Chem -4107 Organic Reaction Mechanism 3.0 3-0 

Chem -4109 Pharmaceutical Chemistry 3.0 3-0 

Chem -4110 Pharmaceutical Chemistry Sessional and Field Visit 2.0 0-4 

Optional  3.0 3-0 

Total  20.5 18-7 

 

*Optional Course should be taken from the following courses. 

 

Optional Courses: 

Chem -4111 Advanced Physical Chemistry-I 3.0 3-0 

Chem -4113 Agricultural Chemistry 3.0 3-0 

   

 

 

        

 

4
th

 Year 2
nd

 Term 

 

Course No. Title of the Course  Credit Hrs. Hrs/Week 

Chem -4200 Project Thesis-II/ Chemistry Sessional-II 1.5 0-3 

Chem -4201 Statistical Mechanics and Quantum Chemistry 3.0 3-0 

Chem -4203 Solid State Chemistry and Chemical Crystallography 3.0 3-0 

Chem -4205 Nuclear and Radio Chemistry 3.0 3-0 

Chem -4207 Polymer Chemistry 3.0 3-0 

Chem -4209 Chemistry of Natural Products 3.0 3-0 

Optional  3.0 3-0 

Total  19.5 18-3 

 

*Optional Course should be taken from the following courses. 

 

Optional Courses: 

Chem -4211 Bio-Inorganic Chemistry 3.0 3-0 

Chem -4213 Advanced Inorganic Chemistry  3.0 3-0 

Chem -4215 Advanced Physical Chemistry-II 3.0 3-0 

        

 

 

 

N.B : Chem-4100 and Chem-4200 will be the continuous   Project/Chemistry Sessional. 
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8.3   Course profile: 

 

1
st
 Year 1

st
 Term 

 

 

Chem -1101: States of Matter and 

Equilibrium 

Credit Hour: 03 Year: First Term: I 

Rationale: 

This course will provide a correlation between theoretical basis of interaction of matter and biomimetics. 

Course Objectives: 

• To provide knowledge about the characteristics of matter at different states 

• To introduce intermolecular forces 

• To familiarize chemical equilibrium and their uses in real life 

Intended Learning Outcomes 

(ILOs) 

Course Content 

At the end of the course the 

students will be able to- 

1. analyze and manipulate 

different parameters of gas 

2. compare different 

intermolecular forces and 

different states and chemical 

changes 

3. explain the vapour pressure 

of liquids and their variation 

with temperature 

4. analyze different real-life 

phenomena connected to 

liquids and gases 

Section – A 

1. States of Matter:  States of matter, solid liquid and gaseous state, 

liquid crystal plasma state, state variables, standard state and 

reference state, transition between different state, physical principles 

involved in physical and chemical changes. 

2. Ideal and Real Gas Law:  Perfect & real gases, ideal and real gas 

laws, combined gas law, equation of state, Dalton’s law of partial 

pressure, perfect gas equation, units and significance of R, 

Boltzmann constant, Van der Waal’s equation, compression factor.    

3. Kinetic Theory of Gases: Kinetic theory of gases, collision 

diameter, mean free path, average and RMS velocity, collision 

frequency, Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of molecular velocity. 

4. Liquefactions of Gas:  Avogadro’s theory, diffusion and effusion of 

gases, Graham’s law, thermal conductivity of gases, principles of 

liquefaction, Andrew’s experiment & critical phenomena.   

 

Section – B 

5. Intermolecular Forces in Liquid:  Dipole-dipole forces, London 

dispersion forces, Van der Waal’s forces, in-dipole forces, hydrogen 

bonding, properties of liquid, surface tension, adhesive & cohesive 

forces, viscosity, relative viscosity measurement, viscosity co-

efficient, temperature dependence of viscosity. 

6. Basic Concept of Liquid: Vapor pressure of liquid, measurement of 

vapor pressure & its variation with temperature, kinetic theory of 

vapor pressure, boiling point of liquid, Trouton’s rule. 

7. System in Equilibrium: Introduction to equilibrium, types of 

equilibrium, physical and chemical equilibrium, equilibria in ionic 

solution, acid-base equilibria, homogeneous & heterogeneous 

system. 

8. Chemical Equilibrium: Laws of mass action, equilibrium constant, 

properties of equilibrium constant, criteria of chemical equilibrium, 

Le-Chatelier principle, effect of concentration, temperature, pressure 

& catalyst on equilibrium constant, application of Le-Chatelier 

principle. 

 

 

 

 

 

Chem -1102: Physical Chemistry Sessional -I Credit Hour: 01 Year: First Term: I 

Rationale: 
This course will provide the practical demonstration of experimental techniques of determining physical 

parameters matter. 

Course Objectives: 

• To train the students to correlate the theoretical basis with experimental techniques. 

• To demonstrate experimental techniques for estimation of different physical and chemical parameters 

Intended Learning Outcomes 

(ILOs) 

Course Content 
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At the end of the course the 

students will be able to- 

1. organize the handling of 

small but sophisticated 

instruments 

2. perform identifying the 

important issues to be 

considered during laboratory 

work 

3. justify the theoretical values 

of physical parameters with 

experimentally obtained 

values 

1. Measurement of density of solution at different molar concentration 

and at different temperature and determine the density of unknown 

solution from calibration curve. 

2. Determination of relative viscosity coefficient. 

3. Determination of molecular radius of polymer from viscosity 

measurement. 

4. Determination of the cross section area of a surface-active molecule 

by surface tension measurements. 

5. Determination of equilibrium constant of a reaction. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chem -1103: Periodic Table and Chemical Bonding Credit Hour: 03 Year: First Term: I 

Rationale: 

The course is designed to provide students with the knowledge required for careers & higher education about 

periodic table and bonding in inorganic chemistry. 

Course Objectives: 

• To provide students with a theoretical foundation of atomic structure 

• To familiarize the variations of properties within periods and groups  

• To introduce the basic concept of covalent, ionic and metallic bonding 

Intended Learning Outcomes 

(ILOs) 

Course Content 

Section – A 

At the end of the course the 

students will be able to- 

1. discuss about the nature and 

composition of matter and 

various atomic theory 

2. explain electronic 

configuration of atoms with 

necessary principles and rules 

3. illustrate the classifications of 

the elements in the periodic 

table 

4. analyze variations of 

properties within periods and 

groups 

5. classify bonds in common 

compounds along the 

continuum of purely covalent 

to purely ionic 

6. describe the nature of the 

bonding in ionic and covalent 

compounds. 

7. use the valence-shell electron-

pair repulsion (VSEPR) 

theory to predict the parent 

structure, approximate bond 

angles, and molecular shape 

of a molecule or polyatomic 

ion 

1. Introduction: The fundamental laws of Chemistry, the nature and 

composition of matter, the atomic theory. 

2. Structure of the Atom:  Atomic structure, Rutherford’s atom 

model, fundamental particles of atom, atomic spectra and electronic 

structure, Bohr’s model of the atom, origin of hydrogen spectrum, 

quantum numbers, Bohr-Sommerfield model. 

3. Wave Mechanical approach of Atomic Structure: Wave nature of 

electron, the Schrodinger wave equation, the nature of atomic 

orbital: Heisenberg Uncertainty principle, Pauli exclusion principle, 

Hund’s rule, Aufbau principle, electronic configuration of atoms. 

4. Periodic Table and Periodic properties: Periodic law, 

classification of the elements in the periodic table, variation of 

properties within periods and groups: atomic sizes, ionization 

energy, electron affinity, electro negativity etc. 

Section – B 

5. Introduction to Bonding: Overview definition of bond, types of 

bond, transition between main types of bonding, comparison among 

intra-molecular forces. 

6. Ionic Bonding: General properties of ionic bond, structure of ionic 

compounds, ionic radii, radius ratio rules, lattice energy and Born-

Haber cycle, application of lattice energies,stability of solids, 

Fazan’s rule, covalent character of ionic bond and polarization 

effects. 

7. Covalent Bonding: Introduction of covalent bond, Lewis and 

Sedgwick-Powel theory, valence shell electron pair repulsion 

(VSEPR) theory, hybridization, resonance concept , bond polarity 

and dipole moment. 

8. Metallic Bonding: Favorable condition of metallic bond, general 

properties of metals, theories of bonding in metals: free electron 

theories, valence bond theory and molecular orbital theory, 

conductors, insulators, semiconductor and superconductivity, alloys. 

 

 

 

 

 

Chem -1104: Qualitative Inorganic Analysis 

Sessional-I 

Credit Hour: 01 Year: First Term: I 

Rationale: 

This course is designed to gather idea about laboratory apparatus as well as qualitative analysis. 

Course Objectives: 

• To introduce various common apparatus and reagents used in chemistry laboratory 

• To teach how to prepare standard solution 

• To enable the students identifying the cations and anions in ionic compounds 
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Intended Learning Outcomes 

(ILOs) 

Course Content 

At the end of the course the 

students will be able to- 

1. maintain the proper 

procedures and regulations 

for safe handling and use of 

chemicals 

2. apply basic process 

calculations and calculates 

for various strength chemical 

solution 

3. write and present formal 

laboratory reports on the 

results of chemical 

experiments. this includes 

computation, error analysis, 

and graphic data displays 

4. identify individual ions 

 

1. Introducing some common apparatus and reagents:  

a) Use of balance 

b) Use of graduated glassware     

c) Water for laboratory use   

d) Reagents and standard solution.  

2. Some basic techniques:  

a) Preparation of the substance for analysis and weighing the 

sample. 

b) Preparation of the solution of the sample. 

 

3. Systematic qualitative analysis of inorganic substances 

a) Physical appearance 

b) Preliminary dry test  

c) Wet test 

4. Removal of interfering acids for systematic examination of bases in 

solution. 

5. Analysis of insoluble substances. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Phy -1105: Mechanics and Waves Credit Hour: 03 Year: First Term: I 

Rationale: 

This course is designed to introduce a branch of physics deals with mechanics, properties of matter, waves 

and oscillation. It will lead students to an understanding of physical quantities, their classification, operation, 

laws of conservation and the mechanics of rigid bodies.  

Course Objectives: 

• To explain vectors, their operations and the laws of conservation for linear motion, collisions and 

rotational mechanics of rigid bodies 

• To gain the basic concept different kinds of waves and their properties specially sound waves 

 

Intended Learning Outcomes (ILOs) Course Content 

At the end of the course the students will 

be able to- 

1. identify vector and scalar quantities 

2. explain parallel and perpendicular 

axes theorem 

3. derive the interrelation of elastic 

moduli and to explain Poisson’s ratio 

4. explain molecular theory of surface 

tension and thus can be able to 

establish relation between surface 

tension and surface energy 

5. compare adhesive and cohesive 

forces 

6. compare different types of waves and 

their equation 

Section – A 

1. Vector Analysis: Definition, vector and scalar quantities; 

vector addition and subtraction; vector and dot product of 

two vectors; triple products, derivatives of vector, gradient, 

divergence and curl of a vector. 

2. Conservation of Energy and Linear Momentum: 

Conservative and non-conservative forces and systems; 

conservation of energy and momentum, center of mass, 

collision problem. 

3. Rotational Motion: Rotational quantities as vectors, 

rotational variables, torque and angular momentum, moment 

of inertia, parallel axis and perpendicular axis theorem, 

combined translational and rotational motion of rigid body. 

4. Elasticity: Moduli of elasticity, Poison’s ratios, relation 

between elastic constants and their determination, 

Cantilever, flat spiral spring. 

 

Section – B 

5. Surface Tension: Molecular theory, surface tension and 

surface energy, adhesive and cohesive forces, pressure inside 

a soap bubble, contact angle. 

6. Fluid Dynamics: Viscosity and coefficient of viscosity, 

Posseule’s equation, determination of the coefficient of 

viscosity of liquid by Stock’s method; Bernoulli’s theorem 

and its applications; Torricelli’s theorem, venturimeter. 

7. Oscillatory Motions: Hook’s law; simple harmonic motion; 

combination of harmonic motions; damped harmonic 

motion; forced oscillation and resonance. 

8. Waves in Elastic Media: Physical description of a wave, 

types of waves, traveling waves, equation of a traveling 

wave; speed of propagation of waves in a stretched string; 

transmission of energy of a traveling wave; superposition 

principle; group and phase velocity. 

9. Sound Waves: Audible, ultrasonic and infrasonic waves; 

propagation and speed of longitudinal waves; vibrating 

systems; source of sound, beats, doppler effect; acoustics. 
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Phy -1106: Physics Sessional – I Credit Hour: 01 Year: First Term: I 

Rationale: 

This course introduces the experiments on elasticity, rotational mechanics, gravitation and fluid mechanics. In 

this course students will learn to operate and work with Searle’s apparatus, fly wheel, compound pendulum, 

capillary tubes and traveling microscope etc.  

Course Objectives: 

• To provide an opportunity using their theoretical knowledge and enable students to operate the 

instruments of Physics 

 

Intended Learning Outcomes 

(ILOs) 

Course Content 

At the end of the course the 

students will be able to- 

1. calculate the Young’s and 

rigidity moduli by using 

Searle’s apparatus 

2. find the moment of inertia of 

a fly wheel about its axis of 

rotation 

3. estimate the value of g using a 

compound pendulum 

4. determine surface tension of 

water using capillary tube 

5. evaluate the coefficient of 

viscosity of a liquid and find 

its variation with temperature 

1. Determination of the Young’s modulus & rigidity modulus of a short 

wire by Searle’s dynamic method. 

2. Determination of the moment of inertia of a fly wheel about its axis 

of rotation. 

3. Determination of the value of ‘g’, acceleration due to gravity, by 

means of a compound pendulum. 

4. Determination of the surface tension of water by capillary tube 

method. 

5. Determination of the co-efficient of viscosity of a liquid by its flow 

through a capillary tube. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CSE -1107: Computer Science and 

Information Technology 

Credit Hour: 02 Year: First Term: I 

Rationale: 
For understanding of the theory and concepts underlying computer science. 

Course Objectives: 

• The course is designed for the students to develop and implement computer solutions that 

accomplish goals important to the industry, government or research area in which they are working.  

Intended Learning Outcomes 

(ILOs) 

Course Content 

At the end of the course the 

students will be able to- 

1. evaluate, verify, trouble-

shoot, test and analyze an 

existing computer-based 

system, process, component 

or program 

2. use current techniques, skills 

and tools for computing 

practice 

3. write clear system 

documentation, user 

documentation and research 

reports 

4. evaluate computer- and web-

based materials 

Section – A 

1. Computer and Information Technology: Basic concepts, how 

computer system works; types of modern digital computers. 

2. Introduction to Windows and MS-DOS: Microsoft word 

processing in detail. 

3. Microsoft office: Word; excel; power point; access; integrating. 

4. An overview idea of computer language and software. 

 

Section – B 

5. Writing chemistry texts involving chemical formulae: Molecular 

structure drawing using chemwin 2D and 3D. 

6. 3D molecular model building software. 

7. Power point: New presentation; managing file; inserting graphics; 

delivering online presentation. 

8. Solving problems: With information systems; use of internet. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CSE -1108: Computer Language Sessional Credit Hour: 01 Year: First Term: I 

Rationale: 

This course will provide a correlation between theoretical basis of interaction of matter and biomimetics. 

Course Objectives: 

• Students will use a range of language learning software, and web-based resources for language 

learning. 
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Intended Learning Outcomes 

(ILOs) 

Course Content 

At the end of the course the 

students will be able to- 

1. have the ability to implement 

a computer-based system, 

process, component or 

program 

2. evaluate and design 

computer and web-based 

materials 

Detail practice of word processing and spread sheet analysis using 

contemporary packages. 

 

 

 

Math -1109:  Differential and Integral 

Calculus 

Credit Hour: 03 Year: First Term: I 

Rationale:  

The concept of the rate of change of one quantity with respect to another quantity and finding the area are the 

fundamental problems in the branch of mathematics which is studied in the name of Calculus. Calculus is 

divided into two main streams, one is Differential calculus and the other is Integral calculus. Generally, the 

part of calculus concerned with finding tangent lines and rates of change is called differential calculus and 

that part concerned with finding areas is called integral calculus. 

Course Objectives: 

• To find the rate at which one quantity changes relative to another. 

• To know the relation between the area and antiderivatives and finding antiderivative 

• To approximate a function with the help of polynomial or infinite series 

• To analyze functions and their graphs.  

• To optimize problem and to find the largest or smallest value of a function  

 

Intended Learning 

Outcomes (ILOs) 

Course Content 

At the end of the course the 

students will be able to- 

 

1. state various elementary 

functions both 

algebraically and 

graphically 

2. explain the graph of the 

equation which follow 

function or inverse 

function 

3. identify the end behavior 

of a function and 

continuity of various 

types of functions 

4. illustrate the application 

of differentiation in real 

world problem 

5. explain the computation 

of differentiation of a 

function many times and 

partially 

6. describe the real 

understanding of the 

connection between area 

and integration 

7. manipulate different 

integration byvarious 

methods 

 

Section – A 

Differential Calculus:  

1. Functions-Understanding the geometric behavior of elementary 

functions and families of curves-

( )1, , , , log
n

n x

a
y mx c y x y y e y x

x
= + = = = =  etc 

2. Basic concepts of limit, continuity 

3. Differentiation of different types of functions e.g. parametric, explicit 

etc. Differentials, differentiability and physical meaning of 

differentiation , applications of differentiation 

4. Successive and Partial differentiation 

5. Expansion of functions: Rolle’s theorem, Mean value and Taylor’s 

theorem 

6. Maxima and minima: single variable and it’s applications 

 

Section – B 

Integral calculus:  

7. Basics of Integration: definite and indefinite, proper and improper 

integrals, antiderivative and physical meaning of integration 

8. Integration by method of substitution 

9. Integration by parts 

10. Special Trigonometric functions 

11. Definite integrals 

12. Application of definite integral in geometry science and engineering: 

Area between two curves, volumes by slicing, solids of revolution, area 

of a surface of revolution, length of a curve  

 

 

 

 

Eng -1111: Communicative English Credit Hour: 03 Year: First Term: I 

Rationale: 
For effective communication competence in language skills is essential. The course offers the students an 

opportunity to know the skills of English Language and their proper uses.  

 

Course Objectives: 

• to help students learn about the major skills of English language and their proper applications in 

everyday life  

• to develop students’ communicative competence 
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Intended Learning Outcomes (ILOs) Course Content 

 

At the end of the course the students will be 

able to- 

1. learn about the proper use of parts of 

speech 

2. apply how to transform one part of 

speech into another part 

3. frame w/h questions  

4. know about the perspectives on reading 

comprehension 

5. learn about the elements of reading 

6. evaluate the reading strategies 

7. attain the art of good speaking 

8. apply practically different notions of 

speaking 

9. identify the mechanics in writing 

10. implement practically different structures 

of writing  

11. become skilled at how to develop 

listening skill 

 

Section – A 

1. Development of Vocabulary: Processes of Word 

Formation and Transformation; Proper use of parts of 

speech. 

2. Sentence Structure: Structures of Basic Sentences, 

Identification of Clauses and Phrases, Joining sentences, 

Transformation of Sentences, Framing W/H Questions. 

3. Reading and Understanding: Perspectives on reading 

comprehension; Elements of reading: vocabulary, syntax 

and meaning; Reading strategies: intensive and extensive 

reading; scanning and skimming; prediction and 

inference; reader’s expectation and interpretation; 

contextual understanding and understanding the whole 

text; effective note-taking. 

Section – B 

 

4. Development of Speaking skills: Art of Good Speaking, 

Notions and Functions, Speaker-listener Rapport, 

Intonation and Stress 

5. Development of Writing Skills: Process of writing 

6. Understanding Academic Writing: features and 

elements, Mechanics in Writing: Capitalization and 

Punctuation; Generating ideas for a writing task; 

Drafting and Supporting ideas with evidence; Integrating 

data and graphics in texts; Modes of writing, Writing 

tasks: Paragraph, Essay, Summary, Précis, Report, 

Abstract, Letter of Application, Assignment, 

Examination Paper    

7. Development of Listening Skills: Guide Lines for 

Developing Listening Skills, Role of a Good Listener, 

Listening Comprehension, 
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1
st
 Year 2

nd
 Term 

 

 

Chem -1201:  Solution Chemistry 

and Phase Equilibrium 

Credit Hour: 03 Year: First Term: II 

Rationale: 

This course is designed to increase fundamental understanding of the equilibrium properties of solutions. 

Course Objectives: 

• To provide students with the conceptualization of the difference between homogeneous and 

heterogeneous solution equilibrium. 

Intended Learning 

Outcomes (ILOs) 

Course Content 

 

At the end of the course the 

students will be able to- 

1. explain different types 

of solutions and effect 

of temperature and 

pressure on the 

solubility 

2. conceptualize the 

azeotropic mixture 

3. organize an 

experiment to separate 

immiscible solvents by 

distillation process 

4. describe protic, aprotic 

and non-aqueous 

solvent systems  

5. assemble phase 

diagram of one or two 

component system 

6. interpret debye-huckel 

theory of interionic 

interaction 

 

Section – A 

1. Solution: Types of solution, solubility and solubility product, effect of 

temperature and pressure on solubility; common ion effect; Henry’s law of 

distribution, distribution of solid between two immiscible liquids. 

2. Ideal Solution: Vapor pressure of ideal solution, vapor pressure of actual 

liquid pairs; azeotropic mixture; distillation of binary miscible solutions, 

distillation of immiscible liquids, fractional and steam distillation, different 

types of fractionating column.      

3. The Colloidal State: Definition, classification, preparation and 

purification of colloids, suspension, emulsions and gels. 

4. Solvent System: Protic and aprotic Solvents; non-aqueous solvents (liquid 

ammonia, HF, liquid di nitrogen tetra oxide (N2O4), BF3, anhydrous 

sulfuric acid).   

Section – B 

5. Colligative Properties of Solution: Vapor pressure of solution; Rault’s 

law of vapor pressure; Elevation of boiling point, Boiling point diagrams; 

Depression of freezing point; osmotic pressure, Van’t Hoff equation for 

Osmotic Pressure. 

6. Solution of Electrolyte: Colligative properties of electrolyte, Arrhenius 

theory of electrolytic dissociation, Debye-Huckel theory of inter ionic 

attraction. 

7. Phase Equilibria: Phase, component and degree of freedom, deduction of 

phase rule and its applications; one component system like water, sulfur 

and phosphorus. 

8. Two Component System:  Solid – liquid equilibria, liquid-liquid 

equilibria and liquid-vapor equilibria; Phase diagrams for partially miscible 

liquid systems, Salt and water system, Sulfur-naphthalene system; 

efflorescence and deliquescence; principle of the phase diagram for three 

component system. 

 

 

 

 

Chem -1202:  Physical Chemistry Sessional-II Credit Hour: 01 Year: First Term: II 

Rationale: 

This course will provide understanding of solubility product of different compounds in different solvents as 

well as phase diagram of various systems. 

Course Objectives: 

• To acquire knowledge about the solubility product, partition co-efficient of different systems. 

Intended Learning Outcomes (ILOs) Course Content 

 

At the end of the course the students will be 

able to- 

1. construct phase diagram of different 

systems 

2. explain solubility products of various 

compounds in different solvents 

3. measure partition co-efficient between 

two immiscible solvents 

4. calculate partition co-efficient of 

partially miscible solvents 

5. compute partial molar volume of a 

component in a binary mixture 

1. Determination of the solubility product of Ca(OH)2 in 

water and to study the effect of added CaCl2 on the 

solubility of Ca(OH)2. 

2. Study of the phase diagram of Sulphur-Naphthalene 

System. 

3. Partition co-efficient of iodine (I2) between water (H2O) 

and carbon tetra chloride (CCl4).   

4. Partition co-efficient between water & toluene and study 

of association of benzoic acid. 

5. Determination of the partial molar volume of a 

component in a binary mixture. 
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Chem - 1203: Principles of Inorganic 

Chemistry 

Credit Hour: 03 Year: First Term: II  

Rationale:  

This course provides a systematic presentation of the chemical applications of group theory with emphasis on 

the formal development of the subject and its applications to the methods of inorganic chemical compounds. 

Course Objectives:  

• To develop an understanding of principles and the applications with the study and comprehension of 

the correlation between structure and the properties of materials 

Intended Learning Outcomes (ILOs) Course Content 

At the end of the course the students 

will be able to- 

1. relate the composition and 

properties of matter, and how those 

properties are affected by changes 

in composition and external 

conditions 

2. classify the chemical species that 

function as the bronsted acid, the 

bronsted base, the conjugate acid 

and the conjugate base from the 

molecular equation for an acid-base 

reaction 

3. identify species that are “oxidized” 

and/or “reduced” and to identify 

those species that are “oxidizing 

agents” and/or “reducing agents” in 

an oxidation-reduction reaction 

4. balance redox reactions in neutral, 

acidic or basic solution by using the 

“half-reaction method” 

5. specify symmetries of a bounded 

plane figure as rotations or 

reflections 

6. apply the VSEPR model to 

determine a molecule's electronic 

geometry and molecular geometry 

based on its lewis dot structure 

 

 

Section – A 

 

1. An Overview idea about Chemical Reactions: Reactions 

among the atoms and molecules of the same kind; reaction 

between atoms and molecules of different substances; 

miscellaneous types of chemical reactions. 

2. Acids and Bases: Modern concepts of acids and bases; acid-

base properties of water; strength of acids and bases; 

molecular structure and strength of acids; leveling effect, 

super acids, hard and soft acids and bases; periodic trends in 

aqua acid strength; acidic, basic and amphoteric oxides; basic 

and amphoteric hydroxides.   

3. Some Typical Acid-Base Reaction: Definition of strong acid 

and strong base, weak acid and weak base; pH scale; reactions 

of strong acids with strong bases; reactions of weak acids with 

strong bases, reactions strong acids with weak base, reactions 

weak acids with weak bases; buffer solution and its 

preparation, buffer action. 

4. Oxidation and Reduction Reaction: Electronic concept, 

oxidation state and oxidation numbers, assignment of 

oxidation numbers; auto oxidation, induced oxidation, 

balancing of redox reactions, oxidation-reduction potentials, 

oxidizing and reducing agents; prediction of redox reaction. 

 

Section – B 

 

5. Molecular Symmetry: Symmetry operations and elements; 

symmetry point group; assigning of molecules to point groups; 

symmetry of orbitals. 

6. Structure and Energetics of Inorganic Solids: Types of 

solid: crystalline and amorphous;seven system of crystal, 

Born-Lande expression. 

7. Chemical Geometry: The shape of covalent molecules, 

factors governing the shape of molecule; shape of giant 

covalent molecule; valence bond theory, molecular orbital 

theory. 

8. Coordination compounds: Definition and classification of 

ligands;introduction and nomenclature of coordination 

complex, coordination number and coordination sphere. 

 

 

 

 

 

Chem -1204: Qualitative Inorganic 

Analysis Sessional-II 

Credit Hour: 01 Year: First Term: II 

Rationale:  

This sessional course Qualitative analysis is the identification a mixed sample's component(s) through 

systematic analysis. 

Course Objectives:  

• Systematic identification of cations and anions that make up ionic compounds from mixed salts.  

• Use of chemical tests that will identify individual ions without interference by any other ions. 

Intended Learning Outcomes (ILOs) Course Content 

 

At the end of the course the students will be able to- 

1. work safely and with confidence in a chemical 

laboratory 

2. adapt and follow the proper procedures and 

regulations for safe handling and use of chemicals 

3. describe the concepts of qualitative analysis 

4. develop a capability of systematic semi micro 

qualitative analysis of cations 

5. identify individual ions from mixed salts 

6. write and present formal laboratory reports on the 

results of chemical experiments 

 

1. Identification of inorganic cations and anions 

in mixture by semi-micro qualitative 

inorganic analysis. 

2. Purification of commercial sodium chloride 

by 

(i) Recrystallization and 

(ii) Salting out processes. 
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Chem -1205: Introduction of Organic Chemistry Credit Hour: 03 Year: First Term: II 

Rationale:  

This course is designed to provide fundamental concepts of simple organic compounds (hydrocarbon) as well 

as organic chemistry. 

Course Objectives: 

• To make the students familiar to simple organic compounds and conceptualize organic chemistry 

• To acquire knowledge on properties, reactions, methods of preparation, uses and nature of simple 

organic compounds.  

• To provide basic concepts of electronic structure to apply them solving problems from various areas 

of organic chemistry 

Intended Learning 

Outcomes(ILOs) 

Course Content 

At the end of the course the students 

will be able to- 

1. appreciation for the nature and 

scope of organic chemistry 

2. application of key concepts 

from general chemistry 

including electronegativity, 

bonding (ionic and covalent), 

hybridization of atomic orbitals, 

and molecular orbital theory to 

organic systems 

3. explain the properties and 

nature of organic compounds 

4. narrate different methods of 

preparation of organic 

compounds 

5. conceptualize the basic 

mechanisms of substitution and 

elimination (SN1, SN2, E1, E2, 

E1CB) 

Section-A 

1. Review and Background:  Origin of organic chemistry, 

functional groups; electronic structure of carbon, covalent bond 

and shapes of hydrocarbon molecules, isomerism and physical 

properties of organic compounds; electron displacement effect; 

general mechanism of organic reactions. 

2. Alkanes: Structure and nomenclature of alkane & cycloalkane; 

sources, preparations, physical and chemical properties of 

alkanes, reactions of alkanes; knocking and octane number. 

3. Alkenes: Nomenclature, physical and chemical properties of 

alkenes, classification by structure and preparation; reactions of 

the carbon-carbon double bond: electrophilic and free radical 

addition, polymerization of alkenes; analysis of alkenes. 

4. Alkynes: Nomenclature, physical and chemical properties of 

alkynes; source, structure, bonding and preparations of alkynes, 

reaction of alkynes; acidity of alkynes, analysis of alkynes.  

Section-B 

5. Theory of Resonance: Resonance stabilization of alkyl free 

radicals, inductive and mesomeric effect, hyper conjugation, 

dienes: structure and properties, stability of conjugated dienes; 

eletrophilic addition to conjugated dienes, analysis of dienes. 

6. Alcohols and Ethers: Structure and classification of alcohols, 

nomenclature, physical properties of alcohols, sources and 

preparation of alcohols; reactions of alcohol; structure and 

nomenclature of ether, sources and properties of ether; 

preparation and reactions of ethers; analysis of alcohols and 

ethers. 

7. Cyclic Aliphatic Compounds: Open chain and cyclic 

compounds, nomenclature, sources and preparation, reactions, 

carbenes, crown ethers; structure, preparation and reactions of 

epoxides. 

8. Organic Halides: Classification and nomenclature, physical 

properties; preparations, reactions: nucleophilic aliphatic 

substitution, kinetics of nucleophilic aliphatic substitution, SN1 

and SN2 reactions; cabocations, stability of carbocations, structure 

and physical properties of aryl halides, preparation and reactions 

of aryl halides; nucleophilic aromatic substitution; reactivity and 

orientations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chem -1206: Identification of Organic 

Compounds Sessional-I 

Credit Hour: 01 Year: First Term: II 

Rationale:  

This course is designed to provide fundamental concepts of identification of organic compounds 

Course Objectives: 

• Acquire practical knowledge on properties and nature of solid and liquid organic compounds and  

identify the solid and liquid organic compounds 
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Intended Learning Outcomes(ILOs) Course Content 

At the end of the course the students will be 

able to- 

1. determine the nature of an unknown 

organic compound and classify them 

2. obtain the melting point and boiling point 

of an unknown organic compound 

3. identify the elements and functional 

groups present in an unknown organic 

compound 

4. evaluate the structure of an organic 

compound 

5. analyze the given procedure of an 

experiment and suggest or recommend 

improvements 

 

1. Determination of melting point of solid and boiling point 

of liquid organic compounds. 

2. Elementary analysis in organic compounds. 

3. Solubility test and classification of the organic 

compounds. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Phy -1207: Electricity and Magnetism Credit Hour: 02 Year: First Term: II 

Rationale:  
Students will learn about voltage, current, electricity, electric circuits. They are familiar with how to connect 

circuit elements and electricity and magnetism are closely related. 

Course Objectives: 

• To acquire knowledge on how the electric current can generate a magnetic field 

• To compare capacitance, electric current and thermoelectricity 

• Classify different types of magnetic materials and their behavior 

Intended Learning Outcomes(ILOs) Course Content 

At the end of the course the students 

will be able to- 

1. explain the concept of electric 

charge so they can describe the 

types of charge and the 

attraction and repulsion of 

charges 

2. calculate the magnitude and 

direction of the electric field 

produced by two or more point 

charges 

3. compare conductivity, 

resistivity, and resistance, so 

they can relate current and 

voltage for a resistor 

4. derive an expression for the 

capacitance of a parallel-plate 

capacitor 

5. distinguish Faraday’s law and 

Lenz’s law, so they can 

recognize situations in which 

changing flux through a loop 

will cause an induced emf or 

current in the loop 

6. design a DC circuit diagram 

with LR, RC, LC and LCR and 

also AC circuit diagram with 

LR, RC, LC and LCR 

 

Section-A 

1. Electrostatistics: Charge & matter; Coulomb’s law, electric field, 

electric dipole, electric field due to dipole; dipole in an external 

electric field; electric flux, Gauss’s law and its applications. 

2. Capacitance: Parallel plate capacitors with dielectrics; dielectrics 

and Gauss’s law; dielectric constant, energy stored in an electric 

field.  

3. Electric Current: Electron theory of conductivity; conductor, 

semiconductor, insulators and superconductors; current and current 

density; resistivity and conductivity; Kirchhoff’s law and its 

applications.  

4. Thermoelctricity: Thermal e.m.f, Seeback, Peltier and Thomson 

effects; thermoelectric thermometer.   

Section-B 

5. Magnetism: Magnetic field, magnetic force on charge and current; 

Lorenz force; magnetic materials & their properties. 

6. Electromagnetic Induction: Faraday’s experiment, Faraday’s law 

of electromagnetic induction; Lenz’s law, Ampere’s law, self and 

mutual inductance.  

7. DC circuits: DC circuits with LR, RC, LC and LCR in series; AC 

circuits with LR, RC, LC, and LCR in series. 

8. AC and DC meters: Ammeters, voltmeter, ohmmeter, watt meter, 

frequency meter, AC/DC bridge, digital voltmeter 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Phy -1208: Physics sessional-II Credit Hour: 01 Year: First Term: II 

Rationale:  

Student will learn how to use various instrument to measure resistance. 

Course Objectives: 

• Operation of Meter Bridge, post office box, galvanometer and tangent galvanometer 
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Intended Learning Outcomes(ILOs) Course Content 

At the end of the course the students will be able 

to- 

1. solve the end correction of a meter bridge. 

2. determine the value of an unknown resistance 

by a post office box 

3. observe the specific resistance of a wire by a 

meter bridge 

4. evaluate the galvanometer resistance by half 

deflection method 

5. verify the ohm’s law by using a tangent 

galvanometer 

 

 

1. Determination of the end correction of a meter bridge.  

2. Determination of the specific resistance of a wire by a 

meter bridge. 

3. Determination of the value of an unknown resistance by 

a post office box. 

4. Determination of the resistance of a galvanometer by 

half deflection method. 

5. Verification of the Ohm’s law by using a tangent 

galvanometer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Math -1209 : Algebra and Vector Analysis Credit Hour: 03 Year: First Term: II 

Rationale: This course is designed to develop the intuitive understanding and computational skills necessary for the 

concepts of calculus of functions of several variables by tying together vector calculus and vector algebra. 

 

Course Objectives: The course objective is to- 

• Introduce the student to the concepts of vector-valued functions, vector analysis and vector algebra. 

• Educate on the detail about gradient, curl and divergence, vector, system of linear equations, matrices and 

determinants with their real life applications. 

 Intended Learning Outcomes 

(ILOs) 

Course Content 

On successful completion of the 

course the student will be able to: 

1. acquire knowledge about system 

of linear equations and its real life 

applications 

2. Understand about matrices and 

determinants. 

3. apply vector to geometry and 

mechanics 

4. Learn about gradient, curl and 

divergence. 

5. Adapt with Gaussian elimination. 

 

Section – A 

1. Theory of equation: Fundamental theorem, roots of polynomials and 

relation with coefficient, Descart’s sign rule, synthetic division. 

2. Complex number system: Field of complex number, geometric 

representation, De-Moivere’s theorem and its applications. 

3. Matrix and system of equation: Definition, different types of 

matrix, inverse matrix, solution of system of equation by using 

matrix, rank of matrix, Gaussian elimination. 

4. Eigen values and Eigen vector: Definition, characteristic equation, 

characteristic equation and Eigen vectors. 

 

Section – B 

5. Vector Algebra: Definitions, properties, vector products and 

applications. 

6. Vector differentiations: Gradients, divergence and curl with 

physical significance. 

7.  Geometry in 2D: Change of axes, pair and straight lines, general 

equation of second degree. 

8. Geometry in 3D: Basic concept, direction cosines, direction ratios, 

the equation of plane and straight line. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Econ -1211: Principles of Economics Credit Hour: 03 Year: First Term: II 

Rationale: 
Understanding principles of economics has immense importance for scientific solution of the problems of resource 

allocation. By conducting this course students will be acquainted with a thorough grounding in the basic principles 

of economics and an exposure to a range of applications of the theory in real world problems.  

Course Objectives:  

• To provide a self-contained introduction to economics principles and develop in students an 

understanding of fundamental concepts in micro and macroeconomic analysis 

• To equip students with a range of appropriate analytical skills including descriptive and graphical 

methods for solving real world problems 
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Intended Learning Outcomes 

(ILOs) 

Course Content 

At the end of the course the 

students will be able to  

 
1. understand the key ideas that 

define the economic way of 

thinking as chemist and 

policy advisers 

2. demonstrate substantial 

knowledge on fundamental 

economic question of 

allocating scarce resources, 

principles of demand, supply, 

market price and quantity 

determination 

3. grasp the knowledge of 

production theory, firm 

behavior and cost 

4. analyze the measurement of 

macroeconomic aggregates 

5. recognize the role of 

economic activity in 

environmental management 

6. evaluate various policy 

decisions related to global 

pollution 

 

Section - A 

1. Introduction: Definition of economics; nature and scope of economics; 

micro versus macroeconomics; economic good versus free good.  

2. Demand and Supply: Concepts of demand and supply; law of demand 

and supply; determinants of demand and supply; movement along 

demand and supply curves; shifting of demand and supply curves; market 

demand curve; market equilibrium; shift of equilibrium; consumers’ 

surplus and producers’ surplus.  

3. Economics of Production, Cost and Revenue: Factors of production; 

production function; total, average and marginal products; stages of 

production; law of diminishing return; returns to scale; isoquant, isocost 

line and producers’ equilibrium. Concept of cost; Short-run and long-run 

cost; Fixed and variable cost; Total, average and marginal cost; Shape of 

and inter-relationship between different types of cost curves; Concept of 

– total, average and marginal revenue.  

4. Basic Macro Economic Concepts: GNP, GDP, NNP, NI; circular flow 

of income; inflation; unemployment; business cycle; fiscal policy; 

monetary policy.  

Section - B 

5. Economics of Industry: Concept of firm and industry;measuring the 

size of firms: small, medium and large scale firms; concept of optimum 

firm; input-output analysis of inter-industry relation, study of major 

industrial countries: background, effects, current economic situation; 

industrialization in Bangladesh; government measurement. 

6. Resource Economics: Definition; types of resources; relation between 

economics and ecology; categories of resources on the basis of degree of 

economic importance and discovery; theory of optimal harvest of 

renewable resources; forest and energy resource of Bangladesh.  

7. Environmental Economics: Concepts of environmental economics; 

Material Balance Model; role of economics in environmental 

managements; cost-benefit analysis in environmental decision making.  

8. Economics of Regional and Global Pollution: Types of 

pollutant;sources of pollution; pollution heaven hypothesis; scope of 

environmental damage; damage function; environmental quality; 

sustainable development; risk analysis; pollution reduction versus 

pollution prevention; economic approaches to greenhouse effect. 
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Chem -2101: Chemical Thermodynamics Credit Hour: 03 Year: Second Term: I 

Rationale: 

This course will give an overview of the mathematical relation between thermodynamic properties and equilibrium 

of different system. 

Course Objectives: 

• To provide the basic concepts of thermodynamics and equilibrium conditions 

Intended Learning Outcomes 

(ILOs) 

Course Content 

 

At the end of the course the students 

will be able to- 

1. describe and use the concepts of 

internal energy, enthalpy, 

entropy, free energy and 

chemical potential 

2. analyze chemical equilibria in 

ideal and non-ideal systems 

3. use the theoretical work in 

different chemical systems 

4. apply the first law of 

thermodynamics on closed and 

control volume systems 

5. implement second law of 

thermodynamics and entropy 

concepts in analyzing the heat 

engines and refrigerators 

Section – A 

1. Introduction: Systems and surroundings, state and state functions, 

work, energy, and heat; the first law: statement and formulation; 

derivation of expression for expansion work and its application at 

different conditions; reversibility and maximum work; the enthalpy of 

a system, heat capacity, dependence of state functions on variables. 

2. Thermo Chemistry: Energy changes in chemical reactions, heat of 

reaction, enthalpy; standard states, standard enthalpy changes 

(enthalpy of ionization, enthalpy of neutralization, enthalpy of a 

reaction, enthalpy of vaporization); heat of combustion, heat of 

solution, integral heat. 

3. Thermo Chemical Equations: Hess’s law of heat summation; heat 

of formation, thermo neutrality of salt solution; heat of neutralization 

of acids and bases; heat of formation of ions, heat of reaction from 

bond enthalpies; variation of heat of reaction with temperature: 

Kirchhoff equation. 

4. Second Law of Thermodynamics: Spontaneous process and 

reversible process; second law: statement; heat engine, Carnot cycle, 

application of Carnot cycle. 

Section – B 

5. The Third Law of Thermodynamics: Entropy, entropy change in 

isolated systems; dependence of entropy on variables of a system; 

entropy change in ideal gases; entropy change in physical 

transformation; entropy change in chemical reactions, evaluation of 

absolute entropies; use of absolute entropies. 

6. Free Energy: The Gibbs energy and the Helmholtz energy, properties 

and significance of Gibbs and Helmholtz energy; Gibbs energy and 

reversible work; Maxwell relation, thermodynamic equation of states, 

mathematical relationship between different thermodynamic 

quantities, Gibbs-Helmoltz equation, dependence of free energy on 

pressure and temperature. 

7. Chemical Potential: Fugacity, activity, activity coefficient, 

Clapeyron equation, Clausius-Clapeyron equation, chemical potential 

of a substance in pure state and in a mixture; thermodynamic 

limitations to energy conversion (refrigeration and liquefaction, heat 

pumps, chemical conversion). 

8. Thermodynamic Equilibrium Constant: Equilibrium constant from 

thermal data; Ellingham’s diagram; ATP –the carrier of energy; 

thermodynamics of solution. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chem -2102: Physical Chemistry Sessional-III Credit Hour: 01 Year: Second Term: I 

Rationale:  
This course will provide the practical demonstration of experimental techniques for analyzing the basic laws of 

heat transfer. 

Course Objectives: 

• To introduce a basic study of the phenomena of heat and mass transfer and Provide experience in 

designing experiments for thermal systems 

Intended Learning Outcomes(ILOs) Course Content 

At the end of the course the students will be able 

to- 

1. identify the important issues to be considered 

during laboratory work 

2. justify the theoretical values of physical 

parameters with experimentally obtained 

values 

1. Determine the heat of neutralization of hydrochloric 

acid with sodium hydroxide 

2. Determine the integral heat of solution of solids 

colorimetrically 

3. Determination of heat of solution from solubility 

measurement 

4. Verification of the Hess’s law of constant heat 
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3. account for the consequence of heat transfer in 

thermal analyses of engineering systems 

4. understand the fundamentals of convective heat 

transfer process 

5. evaluate heat transfer coefficients for different 

systems 

 

summation 

5. Determination of the equilibrium constant for the 

reaction: KI + I2 = KI3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chem -2103: Chemistry of Element-I Credit Hour: 03 Year: Second Term: I 

Rationale: 

This course is designed to deliver details chemistry about different types of elements. 

Course Objectives: 

• To acquire knowledge about the different types of elements, their abundance, properties, production, and 

applications. 

Intended Learning Outcomes 

(ILOs) 

Course Content 

 

At the end of the course the 

students will be able to- 

1. know about the occurrence 

and abundance of various 

elements 

2. judge the superiority of a 

production method 

compared to other method 

3. understand different physical 

and chemical properties of 

elements 

4. reveal the cause of ozone 

depletion 

5. know the environmental and 

biological role of the 

elements 

6. comment about hardness of 

water and way of solving 

Section – A 

1. Alkali Metal: Occurrence and abundance; electronic structure; physical 

properties; reaction with water, air and nitrogen; oxides, hydroxides, 

peroxides and superoxides; biological importance. 

2. Alkaline Earth Metal: Occurrence and abundance; electronic structure; 

physical properties; reaction with water, air and acids and bases; oxides, 

hydroxides, peroxides, sulphates, nitrates and halides; hardness of water; 

biological role of  Mg
2+

 and Ca
2+

. 

3. Chemistry of Boron: Occurrence and extraction, general properties, 

structure and allotropy of boron, reactions of boron, borazine, boric acid 

and borates; oxides of silicon. 

4. Chemistry of Carbon: Occurrence, general properties, allotropy of 

carbon,chemical reactivity of carbon, carbides, oxides, and carbonates. 

catenation, carbonium and carbanion ion. 

Section – B 

5. Hydrogen and Hydrides: Position in the periodic table: abundance and 

preparation of hydrogen, properties of molecular hydrogen, ortho and 

para hydrogen, hydrides, hydrogen ion, hydrogen bonding. 

6. Chemistry of Oxygen and Sulphur: Abundance, extraction and uses, 

electronic structure and oxidation states, general properties, structure and 

allotropy of theof the elements, depletion of ozone, chemical reactivity of 

oxygen and sulphur, general properties of oxides, oxy-acid of sulphur. 

7. Chemistry of Nitrogen and Phosphorus: Occurrence, extraction and 

uses; electronic structure and oxidation states; reactivity; oxides of 

nitrogen and phosphorus; hydrides; oxy-acid of phosphorus. 

8. Chemistry of Halogen and Inert elements: Occurrence, abundance and 

extraction; general properties; reactivity; halides; ionic and molecular; 

halogen oxides and oxy-acids, recovery and uses of inert elements, 

physical and chemical properties of the noble gases; clathrates,  xenon 

fluoride complexes; structure and bonding in xenon compounds.          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chem -2104: Quantitative Inorganic 

Analysis Sessional-I 

Credit Hour: 01 Year: Second Term: I 

Rationale: 
This course will provide ideas about quantitative analysis and its implementation while performing experiments. 

Course Objectives: 

• To gain a fundamental understanding of quantitative analysis, preparation and standardization of a 

solution, and how these are applicable to real life problems 
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Intended Learning Outcomes 

(ILOs) 

Course Content 

 

After completing the course the 

students will be able to- 

1. learn about standard solution 

2. prepare a solution of known 

concentration 

3. perform standardization of a 

solution 

4. estimate the amount of a 

substance by titration 

1. Preparation of standard solution: (a) 0.1M sodium carbonate (b) 0.1M 

hydrochloric acid 

2. Preparation of indicator solution 

3. Standardization of 0.1M hydrochloric acid and 0.1 M NaOH solution 

4. Standardization of the given KMnO4 solution 

5. Determination of Ferrous iron with standard KMnO4 solution. 

6. Standardization of sodium thiosulphate solution 

7. Determination of copper iodometrically with standard 0.1M Na2S2O3 

solution 

8. Preparation and standardization of silver nitrate 

9. Determination chloride (Volhard’s method) 

10. Determination of calcium (Ca) and magnesium (Mg) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chem -2105: Organic Chemistry-I Credit Hour: 03 Year: Second Term: I 

Rationale:  

This course is designed to provide fundamental concepts of functional organic compounds as well as their chemistry. 

Course Objectives: 

• To provide knowledge on functional organic compounds to conceptualize the functionality of organic 

compounds 

• To enlighten on properties, reactions, methods of preparation, uses and nature of functional organic 

compounds 

• To differentiate between different functional organic compounds 

Intended Learning Outcomes(ILOs) Course Content 

At the end of the course the students will be able 

to- 

1. learn about the structure and nomenclature of 

different organic compounds 

2. describe the uses and reactions of organic 

compounds and distinguish between them 

3. narrate different methods of preparation of 

organic compounds 

4. manipulate different methods of preparation 

and reactions of organic compounds 

5. draw reaction mechanisms for some key 

reactions. 

6. design the synthetic route of a organic 

compounds 

Section-A 

1. Aromatic Hydrocarbons: Aromatic and aliphatic 

compounds; nomenclature of aromatic hydrocarbons; 

structure and bonding in bonding in benzene; aromatic 

character: the Huckel rule; orientation and reactivity of 

benzene; electrophilic aromatic substitution reactions: 

nitration, sulfonation, Friedel-Craft alkylation and 

halogenation; nucleophlidic aromatic substitution, 

benzyne. 

2. Aldehyde (Aliphatic and Aromatic): Structure, 

nomenclature, relative reactivity of carbonyl compounds; 

general methods of preparations, physical properties, and 

reactions of aldehyde: nucleophilic addition to carbonyl 

compounds. 

3. Ketones (Aliphatic & Aromatic): Structure, 

nomenclature, general methods of preparations, physical 

properties, reactions: nucleophilic addition to carbonyl 

compounds, oxidation and reduction. 

4. Carboxylic Acids (Aliphatic & Aromatic) & its 

Derivatives: Nomenclature, orbital picture, hydrogen 

bonding, acidity, resonance effect and inductive effect on 

acidity, general methods of preparation and reactions of 

carboxylic acids: hydroxy acids, unsaturated acids, keto 

acids, synthesis using active methylene compounds, 

derivatives of carboxylic acids (esters, amides, acid halide 

and anhydrides) relative reactivity of carboxylic 

derivatives. 

Section-B 

5. Amines (Aliphatic & Aromatic): Nomenclature, 

preparation, physical properties, separation of amines, 

structure and basic nature, reactions: alkylation, 

conversion into amides, oxidation, ring substitution, ring 

substitution in aromatic amines: analysis of amines. 

6. Structure and properties of Phenol: Preparation and 

reactions of phenol, acidity of phenol, Klobe reaction, 

Reimer-Tiemann reaction, analysis of phenol. 
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7. Nitro and Nitroso Compounds: General properties and 

resonance of aromatic nitro compound, tautomerism of 

nitro compounds; synthesis, reactivity, reactions of 

aliphatic and aromatic nitro and  nitroso compounds, 

reduction of nitro compounds, TNT, TNB, aromatic 

diazonium salt: preparation and reactions. 

8. Heterocyclic Compound: Aromatic character, sources, 

structure, preparations and reactions of: pyrrol, furan, 

thiophene and pyridine, electrophilic and nucleophilic 

substitution in pyridine. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chem -2106: Identification of Organic 

Compounds Sessional-II 

Credit Hour: 01 Year: Second Term: I 

Rationale:  

This course is designed to provide elaborate concepts of identification of organic compounds 

Course Objectives: 

• To Provide practical knowledge on properties and nature organic compounds to determine different 

properties of organic compounds 

• To prepare different derivatives of organic compounds and identify the organic compounds 

Intended Learning Outcomes(ILOs) Course Content 

At the end of the course the students will be able 

to- 

1. identify the functional groups present in an 

unknown organic compound and explain their 

reaction 

2. separate an organic compounds from the 

mixture of different compound 

3. elucidate the structure of an organic compound 

4. determine the nature of an unknown organic 

compound and classify them 

 

 

Identify organic compound through investigate following 

parameter: 

1. Colour, Odour, State 

2. Solubility 

3. Elementary analysis 

4. Functional group analysis 

5. Determination of melting point 

6. Derivatives preparation  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MATH-2109:  Differential Equation and 

Numerical Analysis 

Credit Hour: 03 Year: Second Term: I 

Rationale: 

This course will provide an understanding to convert real life problem into differential equation and their analytical 

and numerical solutions. 

Course Objectives: 
To develop an understanding of the mathematical framework that supports theoretical analysis and develop critical 

and analytical thinking connected to differential and numerical equations. 

Intended Learning Outcomes 

(ILOs) 

Course Content 

At the end of the course the 

students will be able to- 

 

1. identify different types of 

differential equation and their 

solution procedure. 

2. apply different differential 

equations in chemistry 

3. evaluate differentiation and 

integration numerically 

4. compare numerical solution 

Section – A 

1. Differential equation: Definition, formation, order-degree, linearity, 

non-linearity, initial conditions and boundary conditions. 

2. Solution of first order differential equation: Separation of variable, 

exact equation, homogeneous equation, linear equation (Bernoulli's 

equation) and application in chemistry. 

3. Second order differential equation: Second order differential equation 

(homogeneous and non-homogeneous) with constant coefficients.  

4. Laplace transforms: Definition, basic properties and application in 

differential equation. 
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with analytical solutions Section – B 

13. Solution of equation of one variable: Bisection method, Newton-

Raphson method, Iteration method, and error analysis. 

14. Numerical differentiation and integration: Quadrate formula, 

Trapezoidal rule, Simpson’s 1/3 rule, Simpson’s 3/8 rule, first order and 

second order differentiation. 

15. Solution of system of equation and interpolation: Gauss-Jordan 

method, Gauss-Seidel method, Interpolation (equal and unequal space). 

16. Numerical solution of differential equation: Eular method, modified 

Eilar method, Runge-Kutta method. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Phy -2111: Basic Electronics and Optics Credit Hour: 02 Year: Second Term: I 

Rationale: 

This course provides students with an understanding of optical phenomena based on the wave description of light. 

The principles of polarization, interference and diffraction will be fully developed and optical devices that use 

these properties of light will be described. The application of Fourier analysis to describe optical systems will be 

given. 

Course Objectives: 
Students will be introduced to- 

• fundamental and advanced topics of modern electronics and optical phenomenon 

• overview on the most important types of optical phenomenon like interference, diffraction and 

polarization 

 

Intended Learning Outcomes (ILOs) Course Content 

 

At the end of the course the students 

will be able to- 

1. formation of PN-Junctions 

2. construction and working of CB, 

CE and CC connections 

3. construction and working of 

transistor biasing 

4. describe the operation of optical 

devices, including polarizer, 

retarder, modulator and 

interferometer 

5. solve problems in optics by 

selecting the appropriate equations 

and performing numerical or 

analytical calculations 

 

Section-A 

1. AC Current: The simple AC generator, alternating voltage and 

current and their graphical representation; PMS value of an AC 

circuit, AC voltage applied to resistors, capacitors and inductors, 

alternating current and voltage in a series LR and in a series LC 

circuit.  

2. LCR circuit, power, dispersion in an AC circuit, transformer. 

3. Fundamental properties of electronics devices: Conduction in 

solids, energy band picture, doping of semiconductors, junction 

diodes, circuit properties of a p-n junction, junction transistors. 

4. Transistors: Basic concept of transistors, transistor terminals, 

transistor action, transistor as amplifier, CB, CE, CC configuration 

and transistors characteristic s, transistor biasing.  

Section-B 

5. Optics: Introductory concept about optics. 

6. Interference: Huygens’ principle, superposition of waves, 

coherent source, Newton’s rings. 

7. Diffraction: Tow classes of diffraction phenomena, diffraction by 

a circular aperture, plane diffraction grating, formation of spectra, 

dizpersive and resolving  power of a grating. 

8. Polarization: Polarization of light, polarization by reflection, 

double refraction, circular polarization. 
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Stat -2113: Statistics Credit Hour: 03 Year: Second Term: I 

Rationale: 

This course is designed to provide fundamental statistical concepts and some of their practical application of 

statistics in chemistry. 

Course Objectives: 

• To introduce the vital roles, scopes, applications and current research work both in national and 

international level of statistics in chemistry 

• To motivate in students an intrinsic interest in statistical thinking to the course  

Intended Learning Outcomes (ILOs) Course Content 

At the end of the course the students will be 

able to- 

1. decipher the background of statistics and 

its scopes as well as applications 

2. produce and interpret graphical 

summaries of data and assess which 

methods for summarizing a data set are 

most appropriate to highlight interesting 

features of the data 

3. calculate and interpret numerical 

summary statistics as well as to have 

knowledge of important properties of 

different measurements 

4. use a simple linear regression model to 

predict the value of one variable based on 

the value of an associated variable 

5. describe the analysis of variance and its 

application 

Section – A 

1. Introduction to Statistics: Definition and scope of the 

study of statistics, nature of statistical data, attributes and 

variables, population and sample, frequency and frequency 

distribution, graphical representation of data. 

2. Statistical Data Analysis: central tendency: mean, median, 

mode, dispersion: absolute measures and relative measures 

of dispersion. Distribution of random errors. 

3. Correlation and Regression: Bivariate data, scatter 

diagram, relationship between the variables, concept and 

uses of correlation and regression, estimation procedure of 

simple regression parameters, correlation and regression 

coefficients, rank correlation. 

Section – B 

4. The basis of sampling: Sampling methods; basic concepts 

of simple random sampling, systematic random sampling, 

stratified random sampling and cluster sampling, their uses 

and practical applications in real life data, detail about non-

probability sampling methods, sampling errors and non-

sampling error. 

5. Different Tests and Significances: Basic idea about 

hypothesis testing, null hypothesis and alternative 

hypothesis, one tail and two tail test, acceptance region and 

rejection region, z-test, F-test, t-test and Q test and their 

application. 

6. Analysis of Variance: Assumptions and definition of 

analysis of variance, implementation in chemistry, basic 

concept of different analysis of variance with example. 
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2nd Year 2
nd

 Term 

 

 

 

 

 

Chem -2201: Chemical Kinetics and 

Photochemistry 

Credit Hour: 03 Year: Second Term: II 

Rationale: 

This course is useful to the students in various fields of study, where reaction rates and mechanisms of both 

normal and photochemical reactions are important. 

Course Objectives: 

• To introduce the photochemical systems and their applications 

• To analyze the chemical reaction rates and mechanisms 

Intended Learning Outcomes 

(ILOs) 

Course Content 

 

At the end of the course the 

students will be able to- 

1. distinguish between a first-

order reaction and a second-

order reaction 

2. discuss the collision model of 

chemical reactions and how 

various factors such as 

temperature can affect 

reaction rate 

3. illustrate the Arrhenius and 

Van’t Hoff’s equation and 

apply them to solve problems 

4. identify, formulate, and solve 

problems of photochemistry 

in a multidisciplinary 

environment 

5. get acquainted with the 

techniques and tools of 

photochemistry 

 

 

Section – A 

1. Scope of the Study of Chemical Kinetics: Reaction rate, order & 

molecularity of reactions, first order reaction and its mathematical 

formulation. 

2. Second Order Reaction and its Mathematical Formulation: Pseudo-

molecular reactions; reversible or opposing reactions; consecutive 

reaction; parallel reactions; chain reaction, effect of temperature on 

reaction rate. 

3. The collision Theory of Unimolecular and Bimolecular Reactions: 

Kinetic theory of termolecular reactions; theory of absolute reaction rate; 

transition state theory for gas phase bimolecular reactions, eyring 

equation, thermodynamic formulation of reaction rate, application; 

activated complex theory & collision theories for reaction in solution, 

diffusion-controlled reaction, effect of dielectric constant & pressure on 

the rate of reaction in solution, primary salt effect, kinetic isotope effect, 

unimolecular reaction: Lindemann-Hinshelwood approach, steady state 

approximation method. 

4. Mechanism on the basis of Kinetic Studies: Thermal decomposion of 

C2H6, CH3CHO, CH3COCH3, O3, COCl2, hydrogen-bromine reaction and 

calculation of activation energy, solid state reaction: Tarnish reaction & 

Wagner theory, thermal decomposition: mechanism,  solid-solid reaction. 

Section – B 

5. Catalysis: Competitive adsorption and kinetics of surface reactions, 

Arrhenius & van’t Hoff’s intermediate, enzyme catalysis, Michaelis-

Menten mechanism, specific & general acid base catalysis, heterogeneous 

catalysis: outline application, absorption isotherms & rate law, specific 

rotation. 

6. Laws of Photochemistry: The Grotthus-Draper law; the Einstein law of 

photochemical equivalence, photochemical Vs thermal reaction.  

7. Consequence of Light Absorptions by Atoms: Consequences of light 

absorption by molecules; photochemical kinetics; experimental study of 

photochemical reactions. 

8. Photochemical Gas Reaction: Photolysis; photochemical reactions in the 

liquid phase; photochemical effects in solids; flash photolysis, effect of 

temperature on photochemical reactions; photochemical equilibrium, 

chemiluminescence.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chem -2202:  Physical Chemistry Sessional-IV Credit Hour: 01 Year: Second Term: II 

Rationale: 

              This course is designed to recommend students about the measurement of rate and order of chemical 

reactions. 

Course Objectives: 

• To provide practical knowledge about the different types of chemical reactions 
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Intended Learning Outcomes 

(ILOs) 

Course Content 

 

At the end of the course the students 

will be able to- 

1. calculate the equilibrium 

constant of different chemical 

reactions 

2. construct an experiment to 

study kinetics of chemical 

reactions using polarimeter 

3. interpret  kinetics of hydrolysis 

of ester 

4. justify adsorption and 

absorption reactions through 

kinetics studies 

5. measure energy of activation of 

chemical reactions 

6. express rate equations of 

unimolecular and bimolecular 

chemical reactions  

 

1. Determination of the equilibrium constant for the reaction: KI + I2 = 

KI3. 

2. Determination of the specific rotation of sucrose and the specific 

reaction rate of the inversion of sucrose in presence of acid. 

(polarimetric method.) 

3. Determination of the specific reaction rate of the hydrolysis of an 

ester by NaOH solution 

4. Investigation of the kinetics of the reaction  

S2O8
2-

(aq.) + 2I
-
 (aq.)           SO4

2-
 (aq.) + I2 (aq.) and determination 

of the order of the reaction with respect to the persulfate. 

5. Study of the adsorption of acetic acid on charcoal from aqueous 

solution. 

6. Determination of energy of activation for the reaction. 

5KBr + KBrO3 +3H2SO4                 3Br2 + 3K2SO4 + 3H2O 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chem -2203: Chemistry of Element-II Credit Hour: 03 Year: Second Term: II 

Rationale: 

This course is designed to deliver details chemistry about transition elements, lanthanides and actinides 

Course Objectives: 

• To provide knowledge about the transition elements, lanthanides and actinides; their abundance, 

electronic structure, properties, extraction and importance 

Intended Learning Outcomes 

(ILOs) 

Course Content 

 

At the end of the course the 

students will be able to- 

1. learn about the occurrence, 

abundance and electronic 

structure of various elements 

2. comment about the 

difference between different 

rows of transition metals 

3. compare between lanthanide 

ions and transition metal ions  

4. understand different physical 

and chemical properties of 

elements 

5. know the industrial, 

environmental and biological 

role of the elements 

Section – A 

1. Introduction of Transition Element:Definition, periodic 

classification, general properties of transition elements and their ions: 

size, ionization energy, color, magnetic properties general features of 

1st, 2nd and 3rd row transition elements, difference between the first 

row and the other two rows transition elements. 

2. Chemistry of Titanium and Vanadium Group: Occurrence, 

abundance, extraction and uses, oxidation states, general properties, 

reactivity, some common compounds. 

3. Chemistry of Chromium and Manganese Group: Occurrence, 

abundance, extraction and uses, oxidation states, general properties, 

reactivity, some common compounds, biological importance. 

4. Chemistry of Iron Group: Occurrence, abundance, extraction and 

uses; oxidation states, general properties, reactivity, some common 

compounds, steel making, bioinorganic chemistry of iron. 

Section – B 

5. Chemistry of Cobalt and Nickel: Occurrence, abundance, extraction 

and uses, oxidation states, general properties, reactivity, some common 

compounds, horizontal comparisons in the iron, cobalt and nickel group. 

6. Chemistry of Copper and Zinc Group: Occurrence, abundance, 

extraction and uses, oxidation states, general properties, reactivity, some 

common compounds, biological role of Cu and Zn, toxicity of Cd and 

Mg.  

7. Chemistry of Lanthanides: General features, lanthanide contraction, 

variable valency, magnetic and spectral properties, separation of 

lanthanides, common lanthanide compounds, comparison of lanthanide 

ions and transition metal ions. 

8. Chemistry of Actinides: General features, actinide contraction, 

occurrence and properties of the elements, general chemistry of 

actinides, separation of the actinides, super actinides. 
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Chem -2204: Quantitative Inorganic Analysis 

Sessional-II 

Credit Hour: 01 Year: Second Term: II 

Rationale: 
This course will provide ideas about qualitative as well as quantitative analysis and various protocols to identify 

and quantify of a substance. 

Course Objectives: 

• To introduce a fundamental understanding of qualitative & quantitative analysis, potentiometric, 

spectrophotometric, and flame emission spectrometric methods to determine a substance 

• To teach chromatographic method to separate and identify metal ions 

Intended Learning Outcomes (ILOs) Course Content 

 

After completing the course the students will be able 

to- 

1. estimate the amount of sulphate and mg 

gravimetrically 

2. determine the amount of  fluoride in drinking 

water 

3. quantify the amount of iron in water  

spectrophotometrically 

4. estimate the amount of sodium by flame emission 

method 

5. identify metal ions by paper chromatography 

1. Gravimetric determination of sulphate and Mg. 

2. Potentiometric titration of a mixture of chloride and 

iodide. 

3. Potentiometric determination of fluoride in drinking 

water using a fluoride ion selective electrode. 

4. Spectrophotometric determination of iron. 

5. Flame emission spectrometric determination of 

sodium. 

6. Paper chromatography separation and identification 

of metal ions.  

 

 

 

 

Chem -2205: Organic Chemistry-II Credit Hour: 03 Year: Second Term: II 

Rationale: This course is designed to provide fundamental concepts of three dimensional arrangements and effect of 

monochromatic light on organic compounds, their reactions and mechanism; also provide elaborate concepts on 

reactive species of an organic reaction. 

Course Objectives: 

• To provide knowledge on nature and properties of reactive species of organic reactions and reaction 

mechanism 

• To Differentiate between different three dimensional arrangements of organic compounds 

• To introduce three dimensional arrangement of organic compounds 

Intended Learning 

Outcomes(ILOs) 

Course Content 

At the end of the course the students 

will be able to- 

1. understand geometrical and 

optical isomerism 

2. recognize stereochemistry and be 

able to apply the Cahn-Ingold-

Prelog system to designation of 

stereochemistry (E/Z or R/S).  

3. write the steps needed to resolve 

a racemic mixture of carboxylic 

acids and alcohols 

4. explain the properties and nature 

reactive species of organic 

reaction  

5. narrate different reaction and 

their mechanism 

6. compare and evaluate different 

reaction mechanism  

7. design a reaction and its 

mechanism 

Section-A 

1. Geometrical Isomerism: Conditions, Configurations of Geometrical 

Isomers: Cis-trans. E/Z system, syn-anti, physical properties and 

configurational and assignment of .geometrical isomers. geometrical 

isomerism of polyenes, carbon-nitrogen, nitrogen-nitrogen double 

bonds and cyclic compounds (cis –trans isomerism in disubstituted 

cyclohexane. 

2. Optical Activity and Optical Isomerism: Cause of optical activity. 

chirality (dissymmetry and asymmetry), prochirality, pseudo chirality, 

symmetry elements. asymmetric synthesis –Crame’s rule . Optical 

isomers, diastereoisomers, enantiomers. epimers. anomers, meso and 

racemic compounds, racemic modification and their resolution, 

recemization, Walden inversion 

3. Chemistry of Compounds Containing C-S: Organo sulpher 

compounds, nomenclature, physical properties, preparation and 

reactions of mercaptans, thioetehrs, thio aldehyde, thioketone, thio 

acids. 

Section-B 

4. Carbanions I:. Aldol and Claisen Condensations; active methylene 

group, acidity of a hydrogens, reactions involving carbnions; Aldol 

condensation, crossed aldol condensation, reaction related to the aldol 

condensation; Claisen condensation, structure and properties of a α-β-

unsaturated carbonyl compounds 

5. Carbanion II: Preparation of malonic ester and acetoacetic ester, 

carbanions in organic synthesis, malonic ester synthesis of carboxylic 

acids, keto-enol tautomarism, acetoacetic ester synthesis of ketones, 

decarboxylation of  β-keto acids and malonic acids; direct and indirect 

alkylation of esters and ketones.  

6. Photochemistry: Excited states; energy transfer; photosensitizer; 

photochemical synthesis and degradation; photochemical cycloaddition, 

photopolymerization 

7. Fused Polynuclear Aromatic Hydrocarbon: Types, structure, 

properties, and preparation of naphthalene, anthracene and 

phenanthrene 
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Chem -2206: Organic Synthesis Sessional-I Credit Hour: 01 Year: Second Term: II 

Rationale: This course is designed to provide fundamental concepts of synthesis of an organic compounds 

Course Objectives: 

• To introduce safe and effective laboratory practice, use of personal protective equipment, handling of 

potentially hazardous chemicals, appropriate handling of hazardous waste materials 

• To provide practical knowledge on synthesis of organic compounds 

Intended Learning Outcomes(ILOs) Course Content 

At the end of the course the students will be able to- 

1. learn and apply basic techniques used in the organic 

laboratory for preparation, 

purification and identification of organic compounds 

2. employ the major techniques used in organic 

chemistry laboratory for analyses 

such as melting point determination, extraction, 

chemical characterization tests 

3. synthesize at least one organic compound will be 

synthesized and identify the 

corresponding alteration in the functional groups 

4. calculate reaction yield for relevant lab experiments 

5. apply safety rules in the practice of laboratory 

investigations 

6. develop better understanding of the organic 

chemistry behind everyday observations 

 

 

1. Preparation of aspirin: O-acetylation (esterification) 

of salicylic acid 

2. Preparation of acetanilide: N-acetylation of aniline 

3. Preparation ofp-nitroacetanilide: Nitration of 

acetanilide 

4. Preparation of p-Nitroaniline from p-

Nitroacetanilide. 

5. Preparation of aspirin. 

6. Alkaline hydrolysis of aspirin 

7. Acidic hydrolysis of p-nitroacetanilide  

 

 

 

 

 

Chem -2207: Analytical Chemistry-I Credit Hour: 03 Year: Second Term: I 

Rationale: 

This course will provide the practical demonstration of experimental techniques of determining physical parameters 

matter. 

Course Objectives: 

• To teach analytical concepts and techniques to solve practical analytical problems, which provides the 

quality to pursue the career related to chemical analysis 

Intended Learning Outcomes 

(ILOs) 

Course Content 

 

At the end of the course the 

students will be able to- 

1. follow the proper procedures 

and regulations for safe 

handling and use of chemicals 

2. understand on the working 

principle of different 

analytical techniques and 

recognize their advantages 

and limitations 

3. apply statistical methods to 

assess analytical measurement 

data quality and interpret their 

significance, validate 

analytical methods and results 

4. integrate different analytical 

techniques to solve analytical 

problems 

5. communicate scientific 

information clearly and 

accurately, both in oral and in 

written forms 

 

Section – A 

1. Introduction of Analytical Chemistry: Definition and scope of analytical 

chemistry, chemical analysis, types of analysis, classification of basic 

instrumental methods of chemical analysis, requirements for the suitability 

of a reaction, completeness of a chemical reaction, micro chemical units 

used in analytical chemistry.   

2. Evaluation of Analytical Data: Definition of terms: mean, median, 

precision, accuracy, determinate errors and their correction, indeterminate 

errors, normal error curve and its properties, standard deviation, confidence 

level, test of significance (t & F tests), rejection of data (Q test), sensitivity, 

detection limit, least square analysis of data.   

3. Stoichiometric Calculation:  Definition of terms: mole, molarity, molality, 

normality, density and their chemical calculations, volumetric analysis and 

its calculations. 

4. Some Theoretical Principles of Analytical Chemistry: The dissociation 

theory, common ion effect, solubility product, effect of acidity on solubility 

of precipitates, condition for precipitations, order of precipitations, condition 

for solution, diverse ion effect, thermo gravimetric method of analysis: 

TGA, DTA, DSC, & DTG analysis of a typical sample.    

Section – B 

5. Acid-base Titration: Neutralization indicators; neutralization curve: 

neutralization of a strong acid with a strong base, neutralization of a weak 

acid with a strong base, neutralization of a strong acid with a weak base, 

neutralization of a weak acid with a weak base; neutralization of a 

polyprotic acids with strong base; choice of indicators in neutralization 

reactions; titration in non-aqueous solvents; indicators for non-aqueous 

titration. 

6. Complexation Titration: Complexes in analytical chemistry, a simple 

complexation titration, titration curve; types of EDTA titration; titration of 

mixtures, selectivity, masking and demasking agents; metal ion indicators; 

detection of end point. 
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7. Oxidation-Reduction Titration: Titration curve; change of the electrode 

potential during redox titration; redox indicator, titration curve, detection of 

end point in oxidation-reduction titrations. 

8. Gravimetric Analysis:  General principles of gravimetric analysis; steps in 

gravimetric analysis, the colloidal state; super saturation, precipitation 

method; types ,properties and formation of precipitates, precipitating 

reagents, precipitation reactions and titrations; determination of end points 

in precipitation titration, the purity of the precipitate: co-precipitation, post 

precipitation, digestion, washing and drying of precipitate. 

 

 

 

 

Chem -2208: Analytical Chemistry 

Sessional-I 

Credit Hour: 01 Year: Second Term: I 

Rationale: 

The course will provide the practical demonstration of experimental techniques and application of statistical 

analytical concepts. 

Course Objectives: 

• To implement analytical concepts and techniques to solve practical analytical problems, which provides 

the quality to pursue the career related to chemical analysis 

Intended Learning Outcomes 

(ILOs) 

Course Content 

 

At the end of the course the 

students will be able to- 

1. identify the important 

analytical issues to be 

considered during analysis 

2. perform writing to represent 

scientific information clearly 

and accurately, both in oral 

and in written forms 

 

 

1. Determination of total alkalinity of soda ash. 

2. Determination of water hardness with EDTA. 

3. Determination of chloride in a soluble chloride: Fajann’s method 

4. Analysis of commercial hypochlorite or peroxide solution by iodometric 

titration 

5. pH titration of soda ash 

6. Determination of the amount of Fe(II) and Fe(III) in a given sample using 

a standard dichromate solution. 

 

 

 

 

 

BA -2215:   Marketing Principles Credit Hour: 03 Year: Second Term: II 

Rationale: 
 This course is designed to understand market, demand and promotion. 

Course Objectives: 

• To provide knowledge about the marketing plan 

Intended Learning Outcomes 

(ILOs) 

Course Content 

 

At the end of the course the students 

will be able to- 

1. conceptualize the basic idea of 

market and marketing 

2. differentiate need, want and 

demand 

3. understand bases of market 

segmentation 

4. explain product planning and 

development 

5. understand steps in developing 

effective promotion 

 

Section – A 

1. Introduction: Definition and concept of market and marketing, 

nature and scope of marketing; evaluation of marketing, importance 

of marketing. 

2. Demand: Distinction of need, want, and demand; value and 

satisfaction; exchange and transaction. 

3. Target Market: Target market strategy, market segmentation, bases 

of market segmentation. 

4. Product: Product planning and development, product mix and 

product classification, brand, packaging and other product features 

Section – B 

 

5. Price: Meaning of price; objectives of price, importance pricing, 

price determination; price strategies. 

6. Distribution: Channel distribution, physical distribution. 

7. Promotion: Purpose and nature of promotion, types of promotion, 

promotion mix, and promotion budget, steps in developing effective 

promotion. 

8. Cooperative marketing: Major components of marketing, mix 

products, price, place, promotion, pharmaceutical marketing, 

industrial marketing, marketing ethics (environment, food, health). 
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Chem -3101:   Electrochemistry  Credit Hour: 03 Year: Third Term: I 

Rationale: 

This course will deal with the theoretical and experimental electrochemistry.  

Course Objectives: 

• To realize, analyze and solve problems related to electrochemical processes 

Intended Learning Outcomes 

(ILOs) 

Course Content 

At the end of the course the students  

will be able to- 

 

1. demonstrate a better 

understanding on the 

fundamental principles of  

electrochemistry as well as their 

contemporary applications  

2. distinguish between different 

types of cell 

3. state and apply the nernst 

equation to calculate cell emf 

and ion activities 

4. describe and appreciate the 

most recent developments in 

electrochemical technology 

5. develop their logical and 

critical thinking through 

problem solving. 

6. identify and solve problems on 

learned topics in related areas 

of electrochemistry and other 

fields as well as real-life cases  

 

 

Section – A 

1. Introduction:Definition and scope of electrochemistry; electrolyte, 

non-electrolytes and polyelectrolyte.   

2. Electrolytic conduction: Electrolysis, Faraday’s laws of 

electrolysis, mechanism of electrolytic conduction, conductance of 

electrolytic solution, measurement of electrolytic 

conduction,Debye-Huckel theory of electrolytic conductance, 

independent migration of ions: Kohlrausch’s Law, independent 

migration of ions, application of conductance measurement. 

3. Transport number: Measurement of transport number, factors 

affecting transport numbers; metallic and electrolytic conduction. 

4. Electrochemical cell and concentration cell: Galvanic cells, 

reversible and irreversible cells, standard cell, free energy and EMF 

cells; different types of cell used in practical purpose (Quinhydrone 

electrode, Daniel cell and lead storage battery, Gas electrodes, glass 

electrode, standard cell, calomel electrode.); electrochemical cells: 

notations and sign convention; standard electrode potential, capacity 

of materials, lithium battery, lithium-ion battery. 

Section – B 

5. Electrode potential and emf of a cell: Cell reaction and derivation 

of Nernst equation; measurement of emf of a cell, factors affecting 

electrode potential, rates of electrode potential, different parameters 

determined by potential measurements (pH, equilibrium constant, 

activity coefficient, transport number, oxidation state etc), standard 

oxidation reduction potential; application of e.m.f measurement. 

6. Ionic equilibria: Ostwald dilution law for weak electrolytes, ionic 

product of water & concept of pH, common ion effect, buffer 

solution, solubility product principle in chemical analysis, salt 

hydrolysis, acid-base neutralization, theory of indicators, choice of 

indicators in acid-base neutralization reaction. 

7. Polarization and Over potential: Basic principle, polargraphs for 

classical d.c. polarography, pulse polarography, rapid scan 

polarography, sinusodial a.c. polarography. 

8. Electro kinetics:  Theory of ion selective electrodes, electrode 

kinetics, Butler-Volmer equation, Potential limits current density; β-

factor. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chem -3102: Electro-analytical Techniques 

Sessional 

Credit Hour: 01 Year: Third Term: I 

Rationale: 
This course will provide knowledge about electro-analysis. 

Course Objectives: 

• To provide students with comprehensive education and essential knowledge in theoretical, and applied 

electroanalytical chemistry 

• To demonstrate electroanalytical techniques for quantitative qualitative analysis 

Intended Learning Outcomes (ILOs) Course Content 
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At the end of the course the students  will be 

able to- 

 

1. apply different electroanalytical techniques 

for quantitative analysis 

2. evaluate the suitable conditions to make 

analysis 

3. measure pH, conductivity of natural water 

and finally characterize water 

4. identify various metal by electroanalytical 

techniques 

5. collect and rationalize a wide range of 

chemical facts, concepts and principles 

6. analyze a wide range of known and 

unknown chemical com pounds 

 

 

1. Determination of pH by direct potentiometry. 

2. Determination of conductivity of natural water. 

3. Determination of copper by potentiometric titration. 

4. Determination of the half wave potential of the cadmium 

ion in 1 M potassium chloride solution.  

5. Determination of NH3 in water sample by ion-selective 

electrode.  

 

 

 

 

 

Chem -3103: Coordination Chemistry Credit Hour: 03 Year: Third Term: I 

Rationale:  
The course is primarily designed for depth introduction with vast subfield of the discipline dealing with 

coordination compounds. 

Course Objectives: 

• To introduce chemical bonding, electronic, magnetic, and structural features exhibited by inorganic and 

coordination compounds and their reactivity 

• To initiate modern concepts including symmetry and their relevance in solving chemical problems 

Intended Learning Outcomes 

(ILOs) 

Course Content 

 

At the end of the course the 

students will be able to- 

 

1. Categorize coordination 

compounds 

2. Relate valence bond theory 

and hybridization 

3. Consider effective atomic 

number theory and Werner 

complexes 

4. Describe and explain the 

bonding in d-metal 

complexes using crystal field 

and ligand field theories and 

the 18 electron rule 

5. clarify the stability of d-

metal complexes, their 

reactivity 

6. Explain bonding in 

complexes using molecular 

orbital theory and the 

combination of atomic 

orbital  

Section – A 

 

1. Introduction: Scope of coordination chemistry, double salts and 

coordination compounds, ligands and their types, coordination number, 

nomenclature of coordination compounds. 

2. Structural Theories of Complex Compounds: Werner’s theory and 

its limitations and applications, Sidgwick’s electronic theory and its 

limitations and applications, valence bond theory and its limitations 

and applications. 

3. Stereochemistry of the Coordination Compounds: Structural 

isomerism; geometrical isomerism, optical isomerism, determination of 

configurations of cis-trans-isomer, stereochemistry of 4-coordinated 

complex, stereochemistry of 6-coordinated complex. 

4. Stability of Complexes: Factors influencing the stability of 

complexes, stability constant, effect of ligand on the stability of 

complexes. 

 

Section – B 

 

5. Crystal Field Theory: Crystal field theory, crystal field splitting, 

crystal field stabilization energy (CFSE), high spin  and  low spin  

complexes. 

6. Non-octahedral symmetry: Tetrahedral symmetry, tetragonal 

symmetry and square planner  symmetry, pairing  energies, factors 

influencing ligand field splitting, spectrochemical series, measurement 

of 10Dq. 

7. Stereochemical Distortions of Complexes: Jahn-Teller effects and 

limitations of Jahn-Teller theory, general effects of orbital splitting on 

the properties of complexes, Magnetism, limitations of CFT. 

8. Molecular Orbital  Theory: Basic principles, σ-bonding and π-

bonding in octahedral complexes, effects  of  π-bonding, MOT in  

tetrahedral and square planar complexes, limitations  of  MOT, 

comparison of different approaches to bonding in coordination  

compounds. 
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Chem -3104: Inorganic Synthesis Sessional –I Credit Hour: 01 Year: Third Term: I 

Rationale:  

This course will provide practical knowledge and skills in the synthesis and characterization of the 

corresponding simple and complex inorganic compounds. 

Course Objectives:  

• To introduce knowledge about modern synthesis of the inorganic complex compounds and the 

application of various physical methods for their characterization 

Intended Learning Outcomes 

(ILOs) 

Course Content 

 

At the end of the course the 

students will be able to- 

1. demonstrate a competency 

and proficiency with 

experimental skills involved 

in chemical synthesis, 

instrumental methods, 

quantitative measurements 

and statistical data analysis 

2. explain key concepts of 

inorganic and coordination 

chemistry including those 

related to synthesis, reaction 

chemistry, and structure and 

bonding 

3. write and present formal 

laboratory reports on the 

results of chemical 

experiments 

 

 

 

1. Synthesis of   [Cu(NH3)4]SO4   from CuSO4.5H2O and determination of 

the percentage       of yield. 

2. Preparation of Ni(II) complexes with 0-amino benzoic acid from Ni(II) 

solution.  Determination of pecntage of yield and investigating its 

infrared spectrum. 

3.  Synthesis of nickeldimethylglyoxamate [Ni(DMGH)2] from  Ni
2+

 

solution and   investigating its infrared spectrum. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chem -3105: Bio-Organic Chemistry Credit Hour: 03 Year: Third Term: I 

Rationale:  

After completing this course, the student should be able to utilize the principles, tools and techniques of organic 

chemistry to the understanding of biochemical/biophysical process. 

Course Objectives: 

• To provide organic compound in living matter, conceptualized chemical nature, chemical behavior and 

chemical composition of organic compound from living matter 

Intended Learning Outcomes(ILOs) Course Content 

At the end of the course the students will 

be able to- 

1. identify the sources and uses of 

carbohydrates, protein and lipids 

2. understand the chemical basis and 

mechanisms of the protein and lipid 

synthesis 

3. explain the function of hormone 

4. describe the function of lipids, 

protein, purines 

5. correlate the function of 

carbohydrates, protein, lipids and 

nuclic acid 

6. elucidate and detail the mechanism 

of the reactions used in solid-phase 

DNA synthesis 

Section-A 

1. Carbohydrates: Definition, classification, constitution and 

configuration of monosaccharide’s, synthesis of 

monosaccharide’s, structure, properties and reactions of mono-

sacharides, di-sacharides and tri-sacharides. 

2. Polysaccharides: Definition, constitution and classification, 

importance of polysaccharides; isolation of polysaccharides and 

their purification using different physical and chemical methods, 

structure elucidation of polysaccharides using chemical and 

spectroscopic methods. 

3. Amino acids, Peptides and Proteins: Definition, sources, 

classification and importance of amino acids,  its buffer action in 

biological system; structure and configuration of amino acids; 

Biosynthesis of amino acids, peptides, its occurrence, 

constituents and geometry. 

Section-B 

4. Lipids: Definition, occurrence, classification and function, 

composition of fats and oils, hydrolysis of fats, saturated and 

unsaturated fatty acids, phosphoglycerides,  Phosphate esters; 

Phospholipids and cell membranes; biosynthesis of lipids. 

5. Nucleic Acids: Definition, sources, and importance; structure of 

nucleic acids; nucleosides and nucleotides, DNA and RNA. 

6. Purine: Chemistry of purines, purine acid, purine derivatives 

and xanthnes bases. 

7. Hormones: Definition classification, hormones of the 

hypothalamus and the pituitary, thyroid hormones. 
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Chem -3106: Organic Synthesis Sessional-II Credit Hour: 01 Year: Third Term: I 

Rationale:  
After completing this course, student should be able to design a multistep synthesis to prepare a given product 

from a given starting material, using any of the reactions introduced in the textbook up to this point. 

Course Objectives: 

• To introduce practical knowledge on multistep synthesis of organic compounds and 

• To demonstrate fundamental methods of laboratory separations: thin layer chromatography, 

recrystallization, simple and fractional distillation 

Intended Learning Outcomes(ILOs) Course Content 

At the end of the course the students will be able to- 

1. apply safety rules in the practice of laboratory investigations 

2. employ the major techniques used in organic chemistry 

laboratory for analyses such as fractional distillation, 

recrystallization, melting point determination, extraction, 

chemical characterization tests 

3. synthesize some organic compounds and identify the 

corresponding alteration in the functional groups 

4. calculate accurately reaction yield for relevant lab experiments 

5. design the synthesis for organic compounds by retro synthetic 

and functional group interconversion methods 

Preparation of the following 

compounds:  

1. Dibenzylideneacetone  

2. Benzoic acid 

3. Nitrobenzene. 

4. p-iodonitrobenzene.  

5. Methyl orange 

6. Salicylic acid 

7. Paracetamol 

 

Calculate the percentage of yield, 

characterization by melting point 

measurement and functional group test.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chem -3107: Chemical Spectroscopy-I Credit Hour: 02 Year: Third Term: I 

Rationale: 

To solve problems employing spectroscopic method. 

Course Objectives: 

• To explain what it means to use spectroscopic methods for qualitative and quantitative analysis 

Intended Learning Outcomes 

(ILOs) 

Course Content 

 

At the end of the course the 

students will be able to- 

 

1. compare and contrast atomic 

and molecular spectra 

2. draw an energy level 

diagram and identify the 

transitions 

3. evaluate the utility of 

UV/Vis spectroscopy as a 

qualitative and quantitative 

method 

4. determine the vibrations for 

a triatomic molecule and 

identify whether they are 

infrared-active 

5. interpret atomic absorption 

spectroscopy 

6. explain working principles, 

taking spectrum and outline 

of NMR spectroscopy device 

Section – A 

1. Electromagnetic Radiation: Interaction of electromagnetic radiation 

with atoms and molecules, characterization of electromagnetic radiation, 

region of spectrum, emission and absorption spectra, representation of 

spectra, special peaks and intensities, width and resolution, signal to 

noise ratio and signal averaging. 

2. Ultra-violet and Visible Spectroscopy: Basic principle, the absorption 

law; types of electronic transition, transition probability, the 

chromophore and auxochrome, absorption and intensity shifts, types of 

absorption bands.  

3. Solvent Effect on Absorption Bands: Absorption for conjugated 

dienes and α,β-unsaturated carbonyl compounds, benzene and its 

derivatives, Woodward-Fieser rules for calculating absorption maximum 

in dienes, α,β-unsaturated carbonyl compounds and benzene and its 

derivatives; electronic transitions for charge-transfer complexes; 

applications of ultra-violet spectroscopy. 

4. Infrared Spectroscopy: Basic principle, molecular vibration, 

Vibrational frequency, number of fundamental vibrations, harmonic and 

inharmonic vibration in diatomic molecules, scanning of infrared 

spectrum.     

5. Factors Influencing Vibrational Frequencies: Finger print region, 

sampling techniques, applications of infrared spectroscopy.  

 

Section – B 

6. Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy: Nuclear spin and resonance, the 

energies of nuclei in magnetic fields, common nuclei with spin (
1
H, 

13
C, 

15
N, 

19
F, 

31
P), interaction of magnetic field with nuclear spin, resonance 

absorption of radiation, the spectrometer: n.m.r. spectrum.  

7. Chemical Shifts:  Shielding and deshielding of nuclei, factors affecting 

the chemical shift. 

8. Splitting of the signals: Spin-spin coupling, coupling constant; the 

intensity of NMR signals and integration, calculating the ratio in the  

heights of the signals, chemical exchange. 

9. Correlation NMR Spectroscopy: Double resonance; nuclear 

overhauser effect; NMR absorption by other nuclei; NMR spectrum at 

more than one radiofrequency; 13C-n.m.r spectroscopy; COSY and 

NOESY; application of n.m.r. in the investigation of chemical reactions. 
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Chem -3109: Environmental Chemistry Credit Hour: 02 Year: Third Term: I 

Rationale: 

This course will provide a vast knowledge about chemistry of environment.  

Course Objectives: 

• To introduce  atmospheric chemistry and the sources of air pollution with primary and secondary 

pollutants 

• To familiarizes with the steps of physical, chemical and biological treatment and waste water treatment 

methods 

Intended Learning Outcomes 

(ILOs) 

Course Content 

At the end of the course the students  

will be able to- 

1. explain the environmental 

impact of the current use of 

fossil fuels, and describe how 

these may be minimized 

2. classify regions of the 

atmosphere, and describe 

temperature and chemical 

composition of the earth’s 

atmosphere and mixing of gases 

within the atmosphere 

3. recognize the water 

composition and types, water 

pollutans, treatment and quality 

4. distinguish soil pollutants such 

as fertilizer, pesticide, herbicide 

and pesticide inovatives 

alternatives 

5. demonstrate the origin, types 

and treatment of wastes 

6. comment about toxicity, types 

and effect of toxic substance on 

human health 

Section – A 

1. Environmental Chemistry of Water: The properties of water, 

chemical composition of natural water, sources and uses of water, 

hydrological cycle; the characteristics of water bodies, different 

types of chemical reaction in water bodies, carbonate equilibria in 

water, microbially mediated elemental transition in water body, 

water conservation. 

2. Water Pollution: Nature and types of water pollutants, sources of 

water pollution, water quality parameter and standards for drinking 

waters, heavy metals and trace elements, monitoring techniques and 

methodology, entropication.   

3. Water Treatment: Water treatment reservation water, removal of 

solids, removal of metals, removal of dissolved organic and 

inorganic pollutants in water, water disinfection, desalination of 

marine water,  

4. Soil Pollution: The nature and importance of soil, composition of 

soil, macronutrients and micronutrients in soil, waste and pollutants 

in soil, soil erosion, human substance in soil and their interaction 

with micro-nutrients, agricultural practices and their interaction with 

micro- nutrients. 

Section – B 

5. Chemistry of Air: Composition of air, types of chemical pollutants 

in air and their sources, automobile pollutant and its control,  

chemical and photochemical reactions and their consequent effects, 

accident, acid rain and photo chemical smog,  environmental effects 

of oxides of carbon, nitrogen and sulfur and hydrocarbons.Green 

houses gases, Sources and sinks,Consequences of green houses 

effect,Ozone layer depletion. 

6. Industrial Waste and Chemical Toxicology: Characterizations of 

industrial waste, classification,  industrial waste utilization . 

classification of toxicants, LC50 & LD50, concept of threshold limit 

value, biochemical effect of heavy metals, carcinogens,   

7. Resources and Energy: Mineral resources: metals and non-metals, 

wood- a major renewable resource, fuel and energy, world energy 

resources: composition and conservation. 

8. Importance of Analytical Methods in Environmental Chemistry: 

Uses of analytical methods in analyzing environmental samples; 

choice of analytical methods for selective environmental analysis; 

validation of analytical procedures; quality assurance and quality 

control practices in chemical analysis; interpretation of result. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chem -3110: Environmental Chemistry Sessional Credit Hour: 01 Year: Third Term: I 

Rationale: 
This course will provide environmental sample collection, preparation, analysis and identification.  

Course Objectives: 

• To familiarize the concepts, terminology, conventions and calculations important in environmental 

chemistry 

• To assist students to apply environmental chemical analysis and utilize appropriate analytical methods 

and techniques 
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Intended Learning Outcomes (ILOs) Course Content 

 

At the end of the course the students  will be able to- 

 

1. outline quantitative environmental analysis 

2. explain the analytical methods of the important 

water quality parameters 

3. apply different analytical techniques to determine 

the basic parameters for assessing the quality of 

drinking and waste water 

4. understand and explain the chemistry of the major 

environmental threats to water 

5. estimate quality parameters of sediment and soil 

6. perform accurate laboratory work in a range of 

basic analytical chemistry applications 

1. Determination of water quality parameters (pH, 

alkalinity, acidity, free CO2, hardness, DO, BOD, 

COD) in water samples. 

2. Determination of sediment and soil quality 

parameters 

3. Determination of air quality standard parameters 

 

 

 

 

Chem -3111: Biochemistry Credit Hour: 03 Year: Third Term: I 

Rationale:  

This course is design to provide fundamental concepts of Biochemistry also describe and explain, in molecular 

terms, all chemical processes of living cells 

Course Objectives: 

• To introduce numerous molecules found in cells, conceptualized chemical nature, chemical behavior 

and chemical composition of them 

Intended Learning Outcomes(ILOs) Course Content 

At the end of the course the students will be able 

to- 

1. identify the five classes of polymeric 

biomolecules and their monomeric building 

blocks 

2. conceptualize the fundamental things of living 

matter 

3. explain the specificity of enzymes 

(biochemical catalysts), and the chemistry 

involved in enzyme action 

4. describe how fats and amino acids are 

metabolized, and explain how they can be used 

for fuel 

5. explain how protein synthesis can be 

controlled at the level of transcription and 

translation 

6. summarize what is currently known about the 

biochemical basis of cancer 

7. apply organ function tests 

 

Section-A 

1. Introduction of Biochemistry: Definition, historical 

resume, biochemistry for living organism, nature, 

axioms of living matter, animate object, importance, 

cell and tissue.  

2. Biochemical Aspects of Enzymes: Characterization 

and classification; coenzyme and prosthetic group, 

brief treatment on enzymatic reaction mechanism and 

its regulation. 

3. Digestive system: Digestion and absorption of food, 

digestion process in human body and plant 

4. Organ function tests: Liver function tests, jaundice, 

kidney function tests, gastric function tests, 

pancreatic and thyroid function tests. 

Section-B 

5. Metabolism of Carbohydrate: Introduction to 

metabolism, types metabolic reactions, metabolism of 

carbohydrates; TCA Cycle. 

6. Metabolism of Lipids: Beta oxidation, energetic of 

beta oxidation, disorderness due to blockade in beta 

oxidation. ketone bodies, utilization of ketone bodies. 

7. Metabolism of Amino Acids: Transamination and 

deamination. metabolism of ammonia, function, 

disposal and toxicity of ammonia. Urea cycle, 

disposal of urea, integration between urea cycle and 

TCA cycle. 

8. Metabolism of Mineral: metabolisman dbiochemical 

function of Ca, P, Mg, Na, K, Cl, S and Fe. 

 

 

 

Chem -3113: Stereochemistry Credit Hour: 03 Year: Third Term: I 

Rationale: 
This course will provide students a fundamental knowledge on isomers, isomerism and correlation of isomerism 

with optical activity. 

Course Objectives: 

To provide the fundamentals of stereochemistry and conformational analysis 

Intended Learning Outcomes 

(ILOs) 

Course Content 

 

At the end of the course the students 

will be able to- 

1. conceptualize the fundamentals 

of stereochemistry 

2. interpret stereoisomerism, 

chirality, optical activity and 

Section – A 

1. Fundamentals of Stereochemistry: Stereochemistry and 

stereoisomerism.  

2. Properties of stereoisomer’s: Stereoisomer discrimination, the 

nature Recemates, Properties of Racemate and of their enantiomer 

components, Determination of enantiomer and diastereomer 

composition. 
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enantiomerism 

3. explain geometrical isomerism 

of polyenes, carbon-nitrogen, 

nitrogen-nitrogen double bonds 

and cyclic compounds 

4. represent the stereochemistry of 

fused ring system 

5. design conformational effects 

in small, medium and large ring 

systems 

 

3. Separation of stereoisomers: Resolution, Racemization, 

Separation of enantiomer by crystallization, Chemical separation, 

Enantiomeric enrichment, Resolution strategy, Large scale 

resolution, Kinetic resolution. 

4. Configuration: D& L, threo erythro, R & S configurations, 

absolute and relative configuration and their correlation. 

Section – B 

5. Stereochemistry of Fused Ring System: Stereochemistry of 

declains, perhydroanthrancene, perhydrophenanthrene, their optical 

activity and their relative stability, fused rings and bridged-ring 

systems, Bredt’s rule and its exceptions in flexible ring systems.  

6. Conformations: Conformation and conformers, conformation of 

propane, butane, ethanediol, dihydroxystyrene, dichlorostyrene, 

their physical properties and stability. 

7. Conformational Analysis: Conformation and their physical 

properties; conformational effects on stability and reactivity in 

diastereoisomers and in individual compounds; conformational 

effects in small, medium and large ring systems.  

8. Configuration and Conformation of Cyclic Molecule: 

Stereoisomerism and configuration nomenclature of ring 

compounds, Determination of configuration of substituted ring 

compounds, Stability of cyclic molecule, Conformational aspects of 

the chemistry of six membered ring compounds, Chemistry of ring 

compounds other than six membered ones, Stereochemistry of 

fused, Bridged and Caged ring system. 

 

 

 

 

 

Chem -3115: Microbiology Credit Hour: 03 Year: Third Term: I 

Rationale: 

This course will provide students a profound understanding on microorganism, their functions and way of 

preventions. 

Course Objectives: 

• To introduce the characteristics of microorganism and practical uses of them 

Intended Learning Outcomes 

(ILOs) 

Course Content 

 

At the end of the course the students 

will be able to- 

1. describe the importance of 

microbiology 

2. illustrate the nature and 

function of beneficial and 

harmful bacteria 

3. analyze the source of 

pathogenic bacteria for food 

contamination and prevention 

method 

4. modify different prevention 

methods for the control of 

microorganism 

5. interpret the concept of hygiene 

and sanitation 

6. describe an aspect of waste 

water management 

 

 

Section – A 

1. Introduction of Microbiology: Important genera and group 

2. Nature and function of beneficial and harmful bacteria. 

3. Role of Microorganism: Role of microorganism in biodegradation 

of organic compounds  

4. Pathogenic and Non-Pathogenic Bacteria: Toxin produced during 

food poisoning and outbreak; Sources of pathogenic bacteria for 

food contamination and prevention method 

Section – B 

5. Control of Microorganism: General principle of microbial control, 

heat treatment, cold treatment, dehydration, radiation, filtration; 

Factors important in the control of microorganisms. 

6. Practical Uses of Sterilization, disaffection and bacteriastasis: 
commonly used chemical disinfectants and other anti-microbial 

agents in food science. 

7. Hygiene and Sanitation: Concept of hygiene and sanitation, 

medical hygiene, home and everyday life hygiene;  waste water, 

health impact on sanitation, ecological sanitation; participatory 

hygiene and sanitation transformation. 

8. Basic Principles of Microbiological Treatment: An aspect of 

waste water treatment   
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Chem -3201: Organometallic Chemistry Credit Hour: 03 Year: Third Term: II 

Rationale:  

This course aims to give a thorough introduction to organometallic chemistry with focus on the transition 

metals with fundamental molecular properties and gradually develops this into practical applied catalysis.  

Course Objectives: 

• To familiarize the general properties, synthesis, structure and bonding of organometallic compounds  

Intended Learning Outcomes 

(ILOs) 

Course Content 

 

At the end of the course the 

students will be able to- 

 

1. recognize organometallic 

ligands and compounds 

2. demonstrate knowledge and 

understanding in bonding, 

structure and reactivities of 

main group and transition 

metal organometallics, 

especially in transition metal 

clusters, metal alkyls  

3. understand fundamental 

reaction types and 

mechanisms and how to 

combine these to understand 

efficient catalytic processes 

4. illustrate the characteristic 

properties of metal 

complexes in terms of their 

structures and explain the 

basic concepts on metal 

clusters 

Section – A 

 

1. Introduction to Organometallic Chemistry: Historical background, 

classification of organometallic compounds by bond type, difference 

between main groups and transition metal organometallics, the 

stability of organic compounds. 

2. Preparation of Organometallic Compounds: The direct reaction: 

mechanistic consideration, reactions of organometallic reagents with 

metal halides, free metals, organic halides, and unsaturated 

compounds, electrochemical methods. 

3. Structure and Bonding: Structure and bonding of metal carbonyl, 

metal nitrosyls and metal phosphines, synthesis and reactions, metal 

alkyl complexes: structure, stability, synthesis and reactivity. 

4. Transition Metal Organometallics: Classification of organic ligands, 

18-electron rule & its basis, applications and exceptions, catalytic 

reactions and the 16/18 VE rule.   

 

Section – B 

 

5. Chemistry of Iron Group Metallocenes: Preparation, structure and 

bonding, properties, reactions, comparative reactivities of ferrocene, 

mechanism of electrophilic substitution, mechanism of the arylation 

reaction. 

6. Stoichiometric Reactions of Transition Metal Organometallics: 
oxidative addition (reaction with hydrogens and protons), reductive 

elimination (reaction forming carbon-carbon bonds and carbon-

hydrogen bonds) and insertion reactions. 

7. Catalytic Reactions of Transition Metal Organometalics: Water 

gas shift reaction,  arylation /vinylation of olefins (Heck Reaction), 

alkene metathesis, oligomerization and polymerization of ethylene and 

propylene, olefin oxidation (Waker process), hydrogenation of 

alkenes,  hydroformylation (oxo reaction), Fisher-Tropch synthesis. 

8. Metal -Metal Bonds and Cluster : Formation and criteria of metal-

metal bond cluster, synthesis, structure and reactivity of osmium, 

ruthenium and iron cluster, electron count, structure and isolobal 

analogies, di-nuclear clusters, tri-nuclear clusters and higher nuclear 

clusters. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chem -3202: Inorganic Synthesis Sessional –II Credit Hour: 01 Year: Third Term: II 

Rationale: 

This course will provide practical knowledge and skills in the synthesis and characterization of the 

corresponding simple and complex inorganic compounds. 

Course Objectives:  

• To introduce the knowledge about modern synthesis of the inorganic complex compounds  

• To familiarize the applications of various physical methods for their characterization 
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Intended Learning Outcomes (ILOs) Course Content 

 

At the end of the course the students will be able to- 

1. demonstrate a competency and proficiency with 

experimental skills involved in chemical 

synthesis, instrumental methods, quantitative 

measurements and statistical data analysis 

2. concept of gravimetric analysis including 

experimental aspects of this type of analysis 

and the use of gravimetric factor in calculations 

3. know advanced laboratory procedures used in 

inorganic synthesis including spectroscopic and 

analytical techniques for identification and 

characterization of small molecules 

4. demonstrate practical knowledge and skills in 

the synthesis and characterization of the 

corresponding simple and complex inorganic 

compounds 

5. write and present formal laboratory reports on 

the results of chemical experiments 

 

 

1. Preparation of cis- and trans-potassium 

dioxalatodiaquachromate(III).  

2. The preparation of tris (acetylacetonato) manganese 

(III) and comparison of its IR spectra with that of 

the ligand. 

3. Preparation of Al
3+

 and Cu
2+

 complexes with 

acetylacetone and comparison by IR spectra. 

4. Separate Copper and estimate nickel gravimetrically 

as Nickeldimethylglyoximate. 

5. Separate Copper and estimate zinc gravimetrically 

as zincammoniumphosphate. 

6. Determine of Zinc by direct titration using 

Eriochrome-Black T as indicator using EDTA. 

7. Determination of nickel by direct titration using   

mureoxide as indicator using EDTA. 

 

 

 

 

Chem -3203: Advanced Organic Chemistry Credit Hour: 03 Year: Third Term: II 

Rationale: 

This course is designed to provide students with knowledge of advanced organic chemistry and prepare students 

for more advanced coursework and research needs.  

Course Objectives: 

• To provide the concept of molecular structure, stereochemistry, reaction mechanism and synthetic 

methods 

• To introduce different theories of bonding, organic stereochemistry with the preference to a symmetry-

based approach to structures 

Intended Learning Outcomes (ILOs) Course Content 

 

At the end of the course the students 

will be able to- 

1. explain different theory of bonding 

2. demonstrate the importance of the 

configuration of chiral organic 

compounds, including those with 

no chiral centre, in relation to 

chemical and physical properties 

3. explain symmetry element and its 

effect on chirality 

4. analyze and interpret the structure 

and reactivity relationship of 

organic molecules 

5. interpret stereochemical data that 

informs a mechanistic hypothesis 

Section – A 

1. Molecular Orbital Theory: Phase of an orbital and its role in 

bonding and antibonding, Huckel molecular orbital theory, 

LCAO’s theory and M.O.’s theory- their shapes and energy 

states, illustration with 1,3-butadiene allyl system and 1,3,5-

hexatriene. 

2. Orbital Symmetry Controlled Reactions: Analysis of 

electrocyclic, cycloaddition and sigmatropic reactions; anionic 

oxy-cope reactions; cope and Claisen rearrangements. 

3. Chiroptical Properties:  Factors leading to chirality, elements of 

symmetry; molecular symmetry and group theory; molecular 

dissymmetry; atomic asymmetry and conformational asymmetry, 

circular bifringence and circular dichroism (CD), optical rotatory 

dispersion (ORD), Cotton effect, description of ORD curve, 

haloketone rule and octant rule; application of these in 

determining the structure, conformation and configuration of 

different compounds. 

4. Atropisomerism: Nomenclature, synthesis and stereochemistry 

of biphenyls, allenes and spiranes, molecular properllers and 

gears, helicencenes; molecules with planar chirality. 

Section – B 

5. Organometallic Compounds: Synthesis of organomettalic 

compounds contaning lithium, cadmium, zinc and other synthetic 

unity. 

6. Strategy in Synthesis: The disconnection approach to synthesis; 

concept of synthon; functional group inter conversions; synthesis 

of mono functional and difunctional compounds; strategy 

considering all possible disconnections. 

7. Synthetic Chemistry: A brief treatment of how to design 

experimental routes for synthesizing a target compound, 

Reaction intermediates in organic synthesis with particular to 

reference to; Carbenes, Ketenes and Enamines. 

8. Structure and Reactivity: Quantitative treatment; Derivation of 

Hammett Function (H0), Hammett equation; Yukuwa-Tsuno 

equation; Taft equation; Grunwald-Winstein equation; uses of 

Hammett plots, polar effects in aliphatic compounds 
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Chem -3204: Advanced Organic 

Chemistry Sessional 

Credit Hour: 01 Year: Third Term: II 

Rationale: 

This course is designed to imply the chromatographic knowledge during separation, identification and reaction 

monitoring. 

Course Objectives: 

• To introduce paper chromatography, thin layer chromatography and column chromatography as well as 

the use of these techniques to separate, identify and monitor organic reaction 

Intended Learning Outcomes (ILOs) Course Content 

 

After completing the course the 

students will be able to- 

1. prepare thin layer plates 

2. identify the free sugars by paper 

chromatography 

3. separate the mixture by thin layer 

and column chromatography 

4. monitor the progress of organic 

reaction 

 

1. Separation of organic compounds by chromatographic methods: 

(a) Preparation of thin layer plates  

(b) Separation of mixture of colored compounds by T.L.C.  

(c) Separation of colored compounds by column 

chromatography using alumina and silica-gel as stationary 

phases.  

(d) Identification of free sugars by paper chromatography and 

detection of the separated compounds by dipping and spary 

reagents.   

2. Studies of some organic reactions.  

 

 

 

 

Chem -3205:  Chemical Spectroscopy-II Credit Hour: 03 Year: Third Term: 

II 

Rationale: 

This course will provide students great understanding on spectroscopy and its applications. 

Course Objectives: 

• To provide the basic knowledge on different types of spectroscopy 

• To make the students intelligent for the structure elucidation using spectroscopy 

Intended Learning Outcomes 

(ILOs) 

Course Content 

 

At the end of the course the students 

will be able to- 

1. explain molecular rotation and 

their classification 

2. express the interaction of 

rotating molecules with 

radiation 

3. evaluate the molecular 

geometry from microwave 

spectra 

4. measure electron density from 

ESR spectroscopic studies 

5. conceptualize the mossbauer 

spectroscopy 

6. generalize different types of 

ionization techniques in mass 

spectroscopy and mass spectra 

of various classes of 

compounds 

 

 

Section – A 

1. Microwave Spectroscopy: Rotation of molecules and their 

classification; interaction of rotating molecules with radiation,  

microwave spectrometer; rotational energies of linear rotors, 

distribution of molecules and rotational spectra; centrifugal 

distortion; effect, of isopropic substitution; stark effect and its use in 

microwave spectrometers. Determination of molecular Geometry 

from microwave spectra.  

2. Raman Spectroscopy: Raman Effect, classical theory of Raman 

scattering; criterion of Raman activity, Raman spectrometers, use of 

laser in Raman spectroscopy; vibrational and rotation Raman 

spectra; use of Polarized light; applications of Raman spectroscopy.  

3. ESR Spectroscopy: The G- factor, hyperfine splitting, 

determination of electron density from esr spectroscopic studies. 

4. Mossbauer Spectroscopy: The nuclear energy levels; the Doppler 

effect, resonance adsorption of radiation by nuclei; Mossbauer 

spectrometer, the chemical shift, the quadrupole effects; Zeeman 

splitting; applications in Chemistry.  

 

Section – B 

5. Mass Spectroscopy:  Techniques of ionization, electron impact, 

fast atom bombardment; field desorption, photo ionization, 

multiphoton ionization, thermal methods; principles of moss 

separation; sector magnet technique; Quadrupole mass separator ; 

time flight mass spectrometer, ion optics; sampling for mass 

spectroscopic measurements; molecular beam sampling, ionizations 

potentials and measurements; fragmentation of ions; rearrangement 

of ions; base peak; mass spectra of various classes  of compounds, 

correlation.  

6. NMR Spectroscopy: COSY, HETCOR, HMQC, HMBC, TOCSY, 

ROESY. 

7. Structure elucidation by joint application of UV, IR, NMR, and 

mass spectroscopy. 
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Chem -3206:   Chemical Spectroscopy 

Sessional 

Credit Hour: 01 Year: Third Term: II 

Rationale: 

This course will provide a demonstration on making standard solution, calibration curve, handling instruments 

and structure elucidation. 

Course Objectives: 

• To demonstrate the UV, IR and NMR spectroscopic techniques and their uses in the structure 

determination of unknown compounds 

Intended Learning Outcomes (ILOs) Course Content 

At the end of the course the students will be 

able to- 

1. demonstrate instrumentation 

2. prepare standard solution and calibration 

curve 

3. evaluate different types of spectra 

4. hypothesize an experiment using 

spectroscopy 

5. recommend structure of unknown 

compounds using spectroscopy 

 

1. Preparation of solution, calibration curve and 

interpretation of UV-Spectra. 

2. Instrument preparation, calibration and interpretation of 

IR-Spectra. 

3. Instrument preparation, calibration and interpretation of 

NMR-Spectra.  

 

 

 

Chem -3207:  Industrial Chemistry Credit Hour: 03 Year: Third Term: II 

Rationale: 

This course will deal with commercial production of chemicals and related products from natural or synthesis 

raw materials and their derivatives. 

Course Objectives: 

• To provide students with general knowledge about some selected topics in industrial processes 

• To develop the ability to apply their knowledge and skills in the solution of theoretical and practical 

problems in industrial chemistry 

Intended Learning Outcomes 

(ILOs) 

Course Content 

At the end of the course the students  

will be able to- 

 

1. describe the industrial operation 

of chemical industry 

2. categorize various raw 

materials for individual 

chemical industry and design 

raw material for good products 

3. recognize and implement good 

production knowledge on sugar, 

pulp and paper, soaps, glass 

cement, fertilizer industries 

4. evaluate the range of career 

options  available to chemists in 

chemical industry 

 

Section – A 

1. General considerations in the development of Chemical 

Industry:Fundamental considerations in the development of a 

chemical industry; environmental considerations, site and 

technology selection criteria; raw materials, process design  etc; unit 

operations and unit processes; future prospect of different types of 

chemical industries in Bangladesh. 

2. Sugar Industry: Raw materials manufacture of sugar cane and beet 

sugar; composition of sugar cane, manufacturing process of sugar 

from sugar cane; refining of raw sugar, by products of sugar 

industries and their utilization. 

3. Pulp and Paper Industry: Sources and structure of cellulose, raw 

materials of pulp, classification of pulp, manufacture of different 

types of pulp, physical and chemical process involved in it; 

chemicals recovery systems, bleaching of pulp, manufacture of 

paper from pulp; characterization of papers, utilization of by 

products of pulp and paper industries; manufacture of paper board 

4. Soaps and Detergents: Soap: definition, raw materials, 

manufacture of different types of soaps; recovery of glycerin from 

spent lye; cleaning action of soap; phenomena involved in the 

improvement of soapy character; detergents: definition, different 

types of detergents and their functions; production of detergents and 

physico-chemical operations; quality comparison with soaps. 

Section – B 

5. Glass and Ceramic Industries: Definition of glass and ceramics; 

classification of glass, physical and chemical properties of glass; 

raw materials, manufacturing methods of glass; some special glass 

and their properties; refractory’s, heavy clay product. 

6. Cement Industries: Composition, properties and uses; different 

types of cements, manufacture of cement by different methods; 

setting and hardening of cement; testing of cement.   

7. Acids, Alkalis, Chlorines and Allied Chemicals: Manufacture of 

hydrochloric acid. phosphoric acid; sulphuric acid and their 

industrial uses; manufacture of caustic soda and chlorine; soda ash 

,sodium carbonate, sodium bicarbonate, bleaching powder, 

importance of alkali; chlorine and allied chemicals in different 

industries. 

8. Fertilizers Industries: Classification of fertilizers; nitrogen 

fixation; manufacture of ammonia, urea, superphosphate, SSP, TSP, 

ammonium sulphate; manufacture of potash fertilizers; N.P. K 

fertilizers, role of fertilizers in agriculture. 
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Chem -3208:   Industrial Chemistry Sessional and  

Field Visit 

Credit Hour: 02 Year: Third Term: II 

Rationale: 
This course will provide a practical knowledge about industrial production. 

Course Objectives: 

• To give the practical demonstration on the different raw materials, products and production procedure 

Intended Learning Outcomes (ILOs) Course Content 

At the end of the course the students  will be able to- 

1. explain the importance and roles of route selection, 

process economics and process optimization in 

chemical processing 

2. evaluate environmental issues pertaining to the 

chemical industry 

3. identify commercially important materials for chemical 

industries 

4. describe chemic al properties, methods of preparation/ 

purification of these materials 

1. Analysis of different raw materials and 

products.   

2. Industrial tour would be carried out and 

submission of tour report. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chem -3209: Colloid and Adsorption 

Chemistry 

Credit Hour: 03 Year: Third Term: II 

Rationale: 

This course will provide an understanding of colloidal systems and interfacial phenomena 

Course Objectives: 

• To introduce the fundamental principles, theories of interface and stabilization of colloidal systems 

Intended Learning Outcomes 

(ILOs) 

Course Content 

At the end of the course the 

students will be able to- 

1. identify the interfacial 

phenomena in different 

interfacial systems 

2. determine the factors that 

affect their properties, 

interactions and stability and 

state precisely their 

importance in chemical 

industries 

3. analyze adsorption isotherm 

of materials 

4. describe precisely the effect 

of surface tension, contact 

angle, micellization and 

surfactant on certain 

application of interfacial 

phenomena 

5. explain the fundamentals in 

emulsion formulation and 

stability 

Section – A 

1. Adsorption: Different types of adsorption isotherm:  Langmuir, 

Freundlich, BET and other adsorption isotherm for gas-solid system. 

2. Adsorption at Surface of Solution: Gibbs adsorption equation; 

surfactants; surface films; adsorption by solids from solution, surface 

films, electro capillary phenomenon. 

3. Kinetics of Adsorption: Elovich equation, Lagergren equation, 

Tempkin equation, mobility of absorbed species on surface, role of 

adsorption in heterogeneous catalysis. 

4. Experimental Techniques: Adsorption measurements, studies on 

physical properties of adsobents, surface area pore structure of 

polycrystalline adsorbents. 

 

Section – B 

5. Colloidal Dispersions: Sols and their preparation; optical properties of 

sols; kinetic properties of sols; electrical properties of sols; general 

methods of classification, preparation, and uses of colloids, properties 

of gels; colloidal electrolytes, preparation, types, specific properties and 

stability of emulsions microemulsion. 

6. Electro Kinetic Phenomena: Double layer structure; zeta potential; 

electrophoresis and electro osmosis, diffusion and activation controlled 

reactions, the Bronested relation, linear free energy relation. 

7. Micelles formation and critical micelle concentration, uses of colloids 

and emulsions. 

8. Application of colloidal concepts in different environmental problems. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chem -3211:  Supramolecular Chemistry Credit Hour: 03 Year: Third Term: II 

Rationale: 
The course deals with the basic principles of supramolecular chemistry, preparation of supramolecule and their 

application. 

Course Objectives: 

• To introduce the basic concepts of host-guest (supramolecular) chemistry and molecular recognition 
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Intended Learning Outcomes 

(ILOs) 

Course Content 

 

At the end of the course the students  

will be able to- 

 

1. describe the major types of 

supramolecular interactions, 

and apply relevant chemical 

concepts to explain the nature 

and origins of these interactions 

2. identify and compare the 

nature, synthesis, 

supramolecular interactions and 

applications of host molecules 

and receptors 

3. modify the based on the nature 

and chemical features of a 

supramolecular species 

4. analyze a series of host 

molecules, identify and 

hypothesize the trends in 

reactivity and binding of guests  

5. explain host-guest interaction 

Section – A 

1. Conceptual foundation of supramolecular chemistry: natural and 

artificial molecular recognition. 

2. Synthesis and design of organic and inorganic supramolecular 

frame-work. cryptands and catenands. 

3. Host-Guest Interactions. calthrate inclusions. 

4. Bio-inorganic chemistry. template synthesis, metal ion and marco 

molecular recognition. 

 

Section – B 

5. Bio-organic molecules; liquid crystals. 

6. Recognition behavior of enzymes, lynthetic enzymes. drug design 

and recognition. 

7. Surfactants, micelles, vesicles; pre-organidtion of interface active 

compounds; self organization. 

8. Some Inorganic supramolecular systems: (a) silicates (b) 

molybdenum and vandium phosphates (c) clays (d) inorganic host-

guest chemistry; nano-structures. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chem -3213: Green Chemistry Credit Hour: 03 Year: Third Term: II 

Rationale: 
To articulate how sustainability ethics applies to chemistry, especially sustainable chemistry to overcome 

issues harmful to health and environment for a better future. 

 
Course Objectives: 

• To introduce chemical processes that can be designed, developed and run in a sustainable way 

Intended Learning Outcomes 

(ILOs) 

Course Content 

On successful completion of the 

course the student will be able to: 

1. short out grand challenges of 

green chemistry and consider 

what it will take to resolve them 

2. identify reagents, reactions and 

technologies that should be and 

realistically could be replaced 

by green alternatives 

3. find a greener approach for the 

measuring of colligative 

properties 

4. implement biocatalysis to 

synthesize substance at 

industrial scale in a greener way 

Section – A 

1. Introduction to Green Chemistry: Theory and practice; green 

chemistry: meeting the global challenge. 

2. Atom Economy: A measure of the efficiency of a reaction, less 

hazardous chemical syntheses, designing safer chemicals. 

3. Safer solvents and auxiliaries: Design for energy efficiency, use 

of renewable feedstocks, reduces derivatives, catalysis. 

4. Real time analysis for pollution prevention: Inherently safer 

chemistry for accident prevention. 

Section – B 

5. Greening up the Suzuki Reaction: A green, guided inquiry based 

electrophilic aromatic substitution for organic chemistry. 

6. Household Fenton’s Reagent: A green homogeneous catalysis 

demo; A greener bromination of stilbene: TAML oxidant 

activators: green bleaching agents for paper manufacturing. 

7. Combinatorial Chemistry: Antibiotic drug discovery, a greener 

approach for the measuring of colligative properties 

8. Biosynthesis of ethanol from molasses: Recent applications of 

biocatalysis in developing green chemistry for chemical synthesis 

at the industrial scale. 
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Chem -4100: Chemistry Sessional-I Credit Hour: 1.5 Year: Fourth Term: I 

Rationale: 
This course is designed to make handy about common procedures for analyzing various samples that are 

widely used in daily purposes and industries. 

Course Objectives: 

• To improve the laboratory-skills on various analyses performed by a chemist in an industry 

• To make the student adaptable easily in an industry 

Intended Learning Outcomes (ILOs) Course Content 

 

After completing the course the 

students will be able to- 

1. analyze cane sugar for invert sugar 

and ash  

2. determine molecular radius from 

viscosity measurement 

3. estimate Fe (II), sulphate, Ca, and 

acetic acid content 

4. judge the purity of a compound 

5. perform ion exchange 

chromatography 

6. assess sulphadrugs, antibiotics, 

vitamins, calcium glucanates, 

piperazine citrate and disodium 

hydro citrate 

 

1. Analysis of Soap: Determination of (i) Total acid and alkali, 

(ii) Free acid or free alkali in soap.  

2. Analysis of cane sugar for invert sugar sucrose and ash. 

3. Volumetric estimation of active constituents in pharmaceutical 

preparation in current use. 

4. Determination of molecular radius from viscosity 

measurement. 

5. Preparation of FeSO4.7H2O and estimation of its Fe(II) and 

Fe(III) (If any) contents by the dichromate method. 

Determination of its total iron and sulphate contents isolated by 

the ion exchange chromatography and comparison of the 

results and determination of purity of FeSO4.7H2O. 

6. a) Determination of calcium content in a calcium compound. 

b) Determination of acetic acid content in commercial vinager.  

7. Assay of sulphadrugs, antibiotics, vitamins, calcium 

glucanates, piperazine citrate and disodium hydro citrate. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chem -4101:   Analytical Chemistry-II Credit Hour: 02 Year: Fourth Term: I 

Rationale: 
This course will provide a correlation between theoretical and analytical knowledge about separation.  

Course Objectives: 

• To provide knowledge and experience in analytical chemistry for industrial applications, laboratory 

analysis and research studies 

• To enable the students to develop an understanding of the principles of analytical chemistry with an 

emphasis on the common analytical methods and instruments 

 

Intended Learning Outcomes 

(ILOs) 

Course Content 

At the end of the course the students  

will be able to- 

 

1. discuss about ion-exchanger 

and their mode of action 

2. categorize the chromatographic 

technique 

3. apply the principles of common 

analytical techniques including 

chromatography, atomic 

spectroscopy, potentiometry, 

UV-Visible spectroscopy 

4. explain the functions of 

analytical instruments 

employed in the above 

techniques 

5. integrate all separation 

technique 

Section – A 

1. Solvent Extraction: Distribution coefficient, distribution ratio, 

factors favoring solvent extraction, quantitative treatment of 

solvent extraction equilibria, synergistic extraction; ion 

association complexes, extraction reagents, solvent extraction of 

metals. 

2. Ion Exchange: Principles, types of resin, action of ion exchange 

resign, cross linkage, structure and properties, ion exchange 

chromatography, swelling, effect of pH, ion exchange in organic 

and aqueous-organic solvents; separation of amino acids, effect of 

complexing agent; separation of metal ions on anion exchange 

columns. 

3. Principles of Chromatography: Classifications of 

chromatographic techniques, thin-layer chromatography, the 

recovery of separated substances by elution techniques;   

techniques of column chromatography; column efficiency in 

chromatography. 

4. High Performance Thin-layer Chromatography (HPLC): 
Principle, gas chromatography (GC): principle, programmed-

temperature gas chromatography, quantitative analysis by GLC; 

elemental analysis by gas chromatography. 

Section – B 
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5. Electroanalytical Methods: Types, measurement of 

conductivity; conductivity as an analytical tool; columetry,  

potentiometric titration. 

6. Voltammetry: Principle and application, striping voltammetry: 

basic principles and some fundamental features; amperometry: 

principle and application. 

7. Colorimetry and Spectrophotometry: Theory of spectrometry 

and colorimetry; qualitative and quantitative analysis by UV, 

simultaneous determination in a mixture by UV; flurometry:  

principle and application. 

8. Atomic Spectrometric Methods: Emission spectroscopy,  flame 

emission spectrometry, plasma emission spectrometry, 

distribution between ground and excited state, atomic absorption 

spectrophotometry; internal standard and standard addition 

calibration.   

 

 

 

Chem -4103: Selected Topics in 

Inorganic Chemistry 

Credit Hour: 03 Year: Fourth  Term: I 

Rationale:  

This course will provide knowledge on selected topics in inorganic chemistry. 

Course Objectives: 

• To extend ideas from core inorganic chemistry to advanced topics in the areas covered 

• To introduce the application of various experimental methods to resolve problems associated with 

selected types of compounds 

 

Intended Learning Outcomes 

(ILOs) 

Course Content 

At the end of the course the 

students will be able to- 

 

1. explain the basic concepts of 

magnetism 

2. recognize free radicals 

structure and achievements 

in the field of free radical  

up-to-date techniques for 

free radical investigation 

3. describe and explain the 

bonding in d-metal 

complexes using crystal field 

and ligand field theories and 

the 18 electron rule 

4. classify the type and 

mechanism involves in 

coordination compounds 

reactions 

5. differentiate the inert and 

labile complexes 

 

Section – A 

 

1. Magnetic Properties: Paramagnetism and diamagnetism, magnetic 

susceptibility and magnetic measurements and their application to 

chemical problems, Curie’s law, Curie-Wises law, 

antiferromagnetic interactions.    

2. Inorganic Free Radicals: Methods of generation of free radicals, 

techniques of study of free radicals; reactions and properties of free 

radicals. 

3. Recent Theories of Bonding in Complex Compounds: Crystal 

field theory; crystal field splitting; crystal field stabilization energy, 

high spin and low spin complex; steriochemical distortion of 

complex, Molecular Orbital Theory and MO diagram. 

 

Section – B 

5. Reaction and Mechanism: Substitution reaction in octahedral 

complex and mechanisms; trans effect in octahedral complexes, 

substitution reaction in square planner complex, trans effect in 

octahedral complexes, dissociation, interchange association 

mechanism.  

6. Electronic  Spectra  of  Metal  Complexes : Term  symbols, 

selection rules, Hund's rule and ground state term, splitting of 

electronic energy  levels and  spectroscopic states, spectra  of   d
1
 , 

d
2
 , d

5
 , d

8  
 and d

9  
complexes; charge  transfer  spectra,  

7. Inorganic Reaction Mechanism: Redox reactions: inner and outer 

sphere reactions and their mechanism; theory of redox reactions; 

photochemical reactions, d-d and charge transfer reaction. 

 

 

 

 

 

Chem -4105: Research Methodology Credit Hour: 03 Year: Fourth Term: I 

Rationale: 

This course will provide students to hypothesize research plan and write scientific journals. 

Course Objectives: 

• To make the students able to identify the problem, design a research work to solve the problem and 

submit scientific journals 

Intended Learning Outcomes 

(ILOs) 

Course Content 

 

At the end of the course the 

students will be able to- 

1. conceptualize the ideas of 

Section – A 

1. Research: Aim and scope; overview idea of research methods.  

2. Literature Review: Chemical abstract review; journals related to 

chemical science review.  
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research methods 

2. criticize the journals of 

chemical science review 

3. invent research objectives 

according to hypothesis 

4. integrate risk and uncertainty 

through concept paper 

development 

5. develop sampling procedure 

and adapt with research 

problems 

6. originate comprehensive 

research plan 

7. write scientific paper and 

reports 

 

 

3. Research Design: Developing goals and objectives; hypothesis. 

4. Resource Planning: Planning under risk and uncertainty; need 

assessment; concept paper development. 

 

Section – B 

5. Experimental Design: Sampling design; types of sampling 

procedure.  

6. Conceptualization of Research Problems.  

7. Concept of Research Plan: Practices for developing 

comprehensive research plan; principles of presenting research 

finding.    

8. Writing Scientific Papers and Reports: Criteria for selecting 

suitable means of presentation and their explanation. 

 

 

 

 

Chem -4107: Organic Reaction Mechanism Credit Hour: 03 Year: Fourth Term: I 

Rationale: 
This course will provide knowledge about reaction mechanism and novel synthesis pathways. 

Course Objectives: 

• To provide knowledge about substitution, elimination and addition reaction 

• To conceptualize the conformational, steric, and stereoelectronic effects of organic molecules 

Intended Learning Outcomes 

(ILOs) 

Course Content 

At the end of the course the 

students  will be able to- 

 

1. describe mechanism of 

aliphatic and aromatic 

substitution, elimination, 

addition reaction 

2. compare between the different 

reactions mechanisms 

3. apply various techniques in 

studying organic reaction 

mechanisms,and principles in 

multi-step organic syntheses 

4. compare and contrast 

conformational, steric, and 

stereoelectronic effects of 

organic molecules 

5. explain various factors 

affecting substitution, 

elimination, addition reaction 

6. identify reaction product and 

the changes that occur in the 

structure of organic 

compounds interecting 

depending on the type of 

interaction 

7. describe the concepts and basic 

principles of some important 

reaction such as aldol 

reactions, enolate anions etc 

 

Section – A 

1. Substitution Reactions:  a) Nucleophilic Substitution at a 

Saturated Carbon Atom: Mechanism of SN2 & SN1 reaction, 

kinetics, thermodynamics and stereochemistry, effect of structure, 

solvent, leaving, attracting and neighboring group participaion in 

substitution reactions. 

b) Electrophilic Substitution in Aromatic System:  Electrophilic 

substitution in benzene, formation of sigma and pi complexes; 

electrophilic substitution in monosubstituted benzene. 

c) Nucleophilic Substitution in Aromatic System: Nucleophilic 

substitution in substituted benzene through benzyne intermediates. 

2. Elimination Reaction: E1 and E2 mechanism, streoselectivity of E2 

mechanism, mechanism of E1CB reaction, orientation in E2 

reaction, elemination vs substitution reaction, Saytzef vs Hofmann 

products in elimination reactions. 

3. Addition Reaction:  a) Mechanism of Electrophilic Addition to 

Carbon-Carbon Double Bonds: 1,2 and 1,4-additions, their 

stereochemistry, kinetics and thermodynamics. 

b) Nucleophilic Addition to Carbonyl Compounds; Addtion to 

conjugated system like conjugated dienes and conjugated 

unsaturated carbonyl compounds, effect of structure on reactivity. 

Section – B 

4. Molecular Rearrangements: Base-catalysed rearrangements, 

rearrangements involving migration to electron deficient nitrogen 

and oxygen atoms; aromatic rearrangement passing through “No 

mechanism pathways”; Claisen, Cope and related rearrangements. 

5. Formation and Reaction of Esters and Related Compounds: Acyl 

oxygen and hydrolysis, reactivity in the hydrolysis and formation of 

esters, formation and hydrolysis of amides. 

6. Mechanism of Some Important Reactions: Aldol condensation, 

Benjoin condensation, Cannizzaro reaction, Perkin reaction, Diels-

Alder reaction, Michael and Mannich reactions, Reimer-Tinmann 

reaction, Meerwein-Pronndrof, Clemmenson and Wolf-Kshiner 

reduction, Wittig reaction and Oppenauer oxidation reaction. 

 

 

 

 

Chem -4109: Pharmaceutical Chemistry Credit Hour: 03 Year: Fourth Term: I 

Rationale: 
This course is planned to associate students with the quality control and quality assurance as well as production 

of drugs in pharmaceuticals. 

Course Objectives: 
To provide knowledge about the drug production methodology and steps taken for the quality assurance 
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Intended Learning Outcomes 

(ILOs) 

Course Content 

 

At the end of the course the students 

will be able to- 

1. conceptualize the basic 

concepts of GMP, ISO 9000, 

ISO 9001 and TQM 

2. interpret the necessity of redox 

and non-aqueous titration in 

drug industry 

3. demonstrate the uses of UV, IR, 

HPLC in drug analysis 

4. explain unit process and unit 

operation in pharmaceuticals 

industry 

5. conceptualize the theory of 

emulsions and emulsifying 

agents 

 

 

Section – A 

1. Pharmaceutical Analysis: Principles underlying qualitative and 

quantitative pharmaceutical analysis; significance of qualitative 

analysis in pharmaceutical quality assurance and quality control;  

theory and basic concepts of GMP, ISO 9000, ISO 9001, TQM. 

2. Drug Analysis : (a) Redox titration: Acid base titration in 

pharmaceutical analysis; iodometry and iodimetry; application in 

pharmaceutical analysis, (b) Non-aqueous titration: principles and 

application, (c) Instrumental analysis: UV, IR, HPLC; application 

in drug analysis. 

3. Unit Process and Unit Operation in Pharmaceutical Chemistry: 

Design, construction and safety measures of pharmaceutical 

manufacturing plant; principles involved and technique employed in 

drying, granulation, mixing, and clarification; filtration, milling 

distillation, control of humidity, refrigeration, air conditioning, 

piping and stages. 

4. Methods of Sterilizations: Microbiological assay; principles and 

application; sterility and pyrogen testing. 

 

Section – B 

 

5. Medicine:(a) Tablet: Definition, formulation and compounding; 

wet and dry granulation methods; slugging and capping of tablets; 

coating of tablets; disintegration test for compressed tablets; 

essential qualities of good tablets, (b) Capsule: materials for 

production of hard gelatin capsules; methods of capsule filling; 

importance evaluation of capsules. 

6. Ointments: Definition and classification: factors affecting skin 

absorption; ointments bases; preparation of ointments including 

dermatological preparation. 

7. Parenteral Products: Definition and types of parenteral products; 

vehicles for parenteral products; cleaning equipments and 

preparation of parenteral products  including clarification; filling, 

sterilization, sealing and capping; control requirements for 

paranteral products; pyrogen tests; sterility test; foreign particles; 

inspection for leakage; identity, labeling, storage; administration of 

parenteral products. 

8. Emulsions and Aerosols: Definition and classification; theory of 

emulsions; emulsifications and emulsifying agents; types of 

emulsifying agents; sedimentation testing; preparing equipments; 

packing and storage; internal and external liquid: preparations of 

different types of syrups;  elixirs; compounding of internal and 

external liquids; liquids manufacturing; the hydrophilic and 

lipophilic system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chem -4110: Pharmaceutical Chemistry 

Sessional and Field Visit 

Credit Hour: 02 Year: Fourth Term: I 

Rationale: 
This course will provide students about the practical knowledge on drug production and way of quality 

assurance. 

Course Objectives: 
To introduce drug production methodology and functions of personnel involved to ensure quality assurance 

Intended Learning Outcomes (ILOs) Course Content 

 

At the end of the course the students will be able to- 

1. describe about functions of  quarantine 

2. explain different drying process in the pharmaceuticals 

3. demonstrate the production of tablet and capsule 

4. control safety requirements for parenteral products 

5. conceptualize the process of quality control and quality 

assurance 

6. adapt with pharmaceutical working environment 

1. Analysis of different raw materials and 

pharmaceutical products. 

2. Pharmaceutical Industries visit would be 

carried out and submission of tour report. 
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Chem -4111: Advanced Physical Chemistry-I Credit Hour: 03 Year: Fourth Term: I 

Rationale: 

This course will provide a knownedge about theoretical and experimental of physical chemistry. 

Course Objectives: 

To familiarize about kinetics of complex reaction and provide about photochemical reaction, analyze excited 

species and their fate 

Intended Learning Outcomes 

(ILOs) 

Course Content 

At the end of the course the students  

will be able to- 

 

1. explain the kinetics of complex 

reaction 

2. classify the surface reaction 

3. discuss about photochemical 

reaction 

4. analyze excited species and 

their fate 

5. measure the corrosion current 

6. create new cell diagram 

 

 

 

Section – A 

1. Characterization and Kinetic Behaviors of Complex 

Reactions: Mechanism of reactions from kinetic behavior; 

chemically sensitized explosion. 

2. Review of Transition States Theory: Potential energy surface; 

formation of energized species; theories of Lindemann and 

Hinshelwood. 

3. Chemical Reactions on Surfaces: Mechanism of surface 

reactions; unimolecular and bimolecular surface reactions; 

reaction in the solid states. 

4. Homogeneous and Heterogeneous Catalysis-Mechanism: 

Catalysis by electron and group transfer in solution. 

 

Section – B 

5. Pathways of Dark Reactions and Photochemical Reactions: 

Excited species and their fates ; Jablonsky diagram; 

photocathods and photoanodes; rate determining step in 

photoelectrochemical reactions. 

6. Mechanism of Corrosion of Ultra Pure Metals: 

Thermodynamics and stability of metals; potential-pH diagram 

uses and abuses, the corrosion current and potentials.  

7. Cell Design: New electrode materials; underpotential and 

overpotential deposition of metals. 

8. The Electrolytes of Seawater: The electrochemical transport 

system; recent advances in portable and rechargeable batteries.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chem -4113: Agricultural Chemistry Credit Hour: 03 Year: Fourth Term: I 

Rationale:  

After completion of this course students will be able to understand the basic knowledge of agrochemicals and 

their application in agriculture.  

Course Objectives: 

• To introduce the basics of agrochemistry 

• To developed the ability to solve problems of elements in system soil-plant-animal-human  

Intended Learning Outcomes(ILOs) Course Content 

At the end of the course the students will be able 

to- 

1. relate chemical concepts to agriculture 

including fertilization, pesticide use, and 

environmental fate of compounds 

2. apply solution concentrations in a variety 

of units to agricultural applications; 

perform dosage calculations involving 

animal weight, drug concentration and 

volume 

3. explain the mode of action of 

agrochemicals 

4. develops knowledge, understanding and 

skills in the management of plant and 

animal  

5. investigate and discuss the impact of 

agricultural practices on the basic 

resources of soil, air and water 

 

Section-A 

1. Pesticides and its Classification: Properties of 

standard pesticides, Classification of pesticides 

according to various ways. 

2. Toxicity of Pesticides: Acute effect, chronic effect, 

systemic effects, various diseases for toxicity of 

pesticides. 

3. Formulation of Pesticides: Granular, Wettable 

powder, emulsion, Soluble, Soluble dust, Soluble 

powder, EC etc. 

4. Mode of Action of Pesticides: Metabolism of some 

Organochlorine, Organophosphorus and Carbamic acid 

derivatives pesticides in biological system and in 

environment. 

 

Section-B 

5. Agrochemicals: Agrochemicals, classification, uses of 

agrochemical e.g.  insecticide, fungicide, herbicide, 

fertilizers, their advantages and disadvantages; 

preparation of some commercially available herbicide, 

fungicide and insecticide. 
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6. Mode of Action of Fertilizer in Crop Land: 

Definition, classification, sources, essential 

requirement, chemical action of nitrogenous, phosphate 

and potassium fertilizer, their deficiency and mode of 

action. 

7. Pest Control by Compounds from Natural Products: 

Pest control by pyrethrum and the pyrethrins, nicotine, 

rotenone, sabadilla, ryania, neem, limonene and 

linalool, their advantages and disadvantages 

8. Pest control by pheromones: Mechanism of pest 

control by sex pheromones, advantage of using 

pheromones over synthetic pesticides. 
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Chem -4200: Chemistry Sessional-II Credit Hour: 1.5 Year: Fourth Term: II 

Rationale: 

This course will provide knowledge about recrystallization, purity, phase diagram, separation and estimation of 

various components. 

Course Objectives: 

• To introduce the techniques for analyzing oil and fats 

• To develop the ability to estimate the components of jute fiber and baggage, to determine the calcium, 

lead, cadmium and zinc in a sample 

Intended Learning Outcomes (ILOs) Course Content 

 

After completing the course the 

students will be able to- 

1. determine acid value, 

saponification value and iodine 

value of oil and fats  

2. estimate cellulose, hemicelluloses 

and lignin in a sample of jute fibre 

and baggage 

3. judge the purity of a compound 

4. perform recrystallization of NaCl 

and determination of purity of 

recrystallized product by ion 

exchange chromatography 

5. assess calcium, lead, cadmium and 

zinc content of the sample 

6. study the phase diagram of sulfur-

naphthalene system 

 

1. Chemical analysis of Oil and Fats: 

a) Determination of Acid value. 

b) Determination of Saponification value. 

c)Determination of Iodine value (Henus method). 

2. Estimation of Cellulose, hemicelluloses and lignin in a sample 

of jute fibre and baggage. 

3. Recrystallization of commercial NaCl and determination of 

purity of recrystallized product by Ion exchange 

chromatography. 

4. Preparation of EDTA solution and separation of cadmium and 

zinc ions by anion exchange resin and estimate using EDTA 

solution by titration. 

5. Determination of calcium and lead in a mixture of calcium and 

lead solution by using EDTA solution. 

6. Determination of purity of sugar samples with the help of 

Fehling’s solution. 

7. Study of phase diagram of sulfur-naphthalene system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chem -4201: Statistical Mechanics and 

Quantum Chemistry 

Credit Hour: 03 Year: Fourth Term: II 

Rationale: 
This course will provide an introduction to the microscopic formulation of thermal physics, generally known as 

statistical mechanics, quantum chemical principles and the necessary mathematical techniques for atomic 

molecular modeling. 

Course Objectives: 

• To provide fundamental understanding of the quantum chemical description of atoms and molecules  

• To develop the ability to calculate the microscopic significance of thermodynamic parameters 

Intended Learning Outcomes 

(ILOs) 

Course Content 

At the end of the course the 

students will be able to- 

1. construct the electronic and 

total Hamiltonian operators 

for any molecule and explain 

the meaning of each part 

2. judge the applicability of the 

Hartree-Fock methods for 

calculations on atomic and 

molecular systems 

3. understand the concepts of 

microstate and macrostate of 

a model system 

4. apply the Boltzmann 

distribution and the role of 

the partition function in 

different types of microstates 

5. use the Fermi-Dirac 

distribution to the calculation 

of thermal properties of 

electrons in metals 

Section – A 

1. Development of Quantum Mechanics: Black body radiation; 

photoelectric effect; Eigen values and eigen functions; normalization 

of wave function; orthogonality and completeness of the wave 

function; operators. 

2. Application of Quantum Mechanics: Particle in one dimensional 

box; electron in a ring; wave function of harmonic oscillator; 

significance of Φ(φ), Θ(θ) and R(r) equation; quantum numbers and 

total energy of an orbital; spaces wave function and radial distribution 

curves. 

3. Quantum Mechanics for Many Electron Systems:  Approximation 

method; the variation and perturbation method. Born-Oppenhemer 

approximation; the antisymetry principle; Hartree-Fock equation; one 

Electron Integral; two electron integral; interpretation of determinantal  

energies; Coulomb and exchange operators; Fock operators; 

introduction to basis of the Roothan equations; The SCF procedure. 

Section – B 

4. Introduction to Statistical Mechanics: Probability and 

Thermodynamic Probability, Probability distribution of particles in 

energy states; most probable distribution, entropy and number of eigen 

states; Derivation of Maxwell- Boltzman Distribution. 
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5. Partition Function: Definition and physical significance of partition 

function; separation of partition function; translational, rotational, 

vibrational, electronic and total partition functions; molar partition 

functions, the entropy of mixing. 

6. Application of Partition Functions: Monoatomic and diatomic 

molecules; relationship between partition functions and 

thermodynamic functions; statistical expression for equilibrium 

constant; equipartition of energy. 

7. Quantum Statistics: Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics; Bose-Einstein 

statistic; Fermi-Dirac statistics; electron gas theory in metals; specific 

heat of solids; Einstein and Debye theory of specific heat. 

 

 

 

 

 

Chem -4203: Solid State Chemistry and 

Chemical Crystallography 

Credit Hour: 03 Year: Fourth  Term: II 

Rationale: 
This course is to give students a broad view in material chemistry including solid state chemistry and 

crystallography. 

Course Objectives: 

• To deliver the concept of crystal structures and symmetry, instrumentation, powder diffraction and 

the techniques used in crystallography 

• To make the students able to evaluate the single-crystal data 

Intended Learning Outcomes 

(ILOs) 

Course Content 

 

At the end of the course the 

students will be able to- 

 

1. describe the different 

mechanisms of solid-state 

reactions and their required 

modification 

2. compare the qualitative and 

quantitative representation of 

defects in solids and 

knowledge of defects related 

to non-stoichiometry 

4. explain the description of a 

crystal structure in terms of 

atom positions, unit cells, 

and crystal symmetry; and to 

relate the crystal symmetry 

to the symmetry observed in 

a diffraction experiment 

5.  acquire in-depths studies of 

the application of 

crystallography in different 

situations 

6. illustrate the different uses of 

powder diffraction, and to 

give as much hands-on 

experience of data collection, 

data interpretation, and 

structure refinement as 

possible within the time 

allowed 

Section – A 

 

1. Classification of Solids: Crystalline solids, Single crystals, 

polycrystalline solids, amorphous solids, molecular crystals (van der 

waals crystal), covalent crystals, ionic crystals, metallic crystals; 

hydrogen bonding in crystals; Born-Haber cycle. 

2. Properties of Solid Surfaces: surface cleaning; techniques of 

characterization of solid surfaces; LEED, XPS, Auger spectroscopy;  

3. Electrical properties of solids: The band theory: semiconductors 

and their types, doping, superconductors; photoconductivity; 

photocells for solar energy conversion 

4. Reaction of Solids: Film photography; kinetics of decomposition of 

solids; Different types of corrosion and their prevention; tarnishing 

reactions. 

Section – B 

 

5. Importance and Scope of Chemical Crystallography: Crystalline 

and amorphous solids, distinction between crystalline & amorphous 

solids; polymorphism, isomorphism allotropy, molecular crystals, 

covalent crystals, ionic crystals, metallic crystals; hydrogen bonding 

in crystals; Born-Haber cycle, lattice energy of an ideal ionic crystal. 

6. Structure and Symmetry Operations: Structure of crystals: lattices 

and unit cells, lattice planes, crystal system, bravais lattice; close 

packed systems: hexagonal and cubic close packing, radius ratio and 

coordination number, symmetry elements, point groups; space 

groups, Group theory. 

7. X-ray Diffraction by Crystals: Generation of X-rays; properties of 

X-rays; scattering of X-rays, Bragg’s law, the crystal structure of 

ionic materials: rock salt; NaCl, niccolite/nickel arsenide (NiAs), 

zinc blende/sphalerite (ZnS), cesiumchloride (CsCl), fluorite (CaF2), 

rutile (TiO2), cadmium chloride (CdCl2). 

8. Single Crystal & Alloys: Growing crystals, choosing crystals; 

shaping crystals; crystal mounting and alignment; measurement of 

crystal properties, liquid crystal, Alloys and some typical inorganic 

solids. 
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Chem -4205: Nuclear Chemistry Credit Hour: 03 Year: Fourth Term: II 

Rationale:  

This course will provide students to summarize the background knowledge about nuclear chemistry. 

Course Objectives: 

• To introduce a deeper understanding of the complex technical and natural phenomena, as well as 

modern technologies 

Intended Learning Outcomes 

(ILOs) 

Course Content 

 

At the end of the course the 

students will be able to- 

 

1. explain about radioactivity 

and compare natural and 

artificial 

2. judge what happens to an 

element that undergoes alpha 

decay, beta decay, or gamma 

decay 

3. explain the basic difference 

between a fission reaction 

and a fusion reaction and 

how a chain reaction works 

4. develop the use of 

radionuclide’s and ionizing 

radiation, technology of 

nuclear chemistry 

5. express Geiger-Muller 

survey meters and 

scintillation-based survey 

meters 

 

Section – A 

1. Atomic Nuclei: Atomic Structure, Composition of nuclei, Nuclear 

Properties, Mass and Binding-Energy Systematics, Nuclear Shell 

Structure; Nuclear forces, Fermi Gas Model, Shell Model, 

Collective Motion in Nuclei. 

2. Radioactive Decay and: History of Radioactivity, Radioactive 

Decay and Growth, Naturally Occurring Radioactive substances, 

Artificially Produced Radioactive Substances, Instability of Nuclei, 

Types of Radioactive Decay. 

3. Nuclear Reaction: Energetics, Cross Sections, Types of 

Experiments, Reaction Model and Mechanisms, Low-Energy 

Reactions with Light Projectiles, Fission, Fusion, High energy 

Reactions, Heavy Ion Reactions, Controlled Thermonuclear 

Reactions. 

4. Sources of Nuclear Bombarding Particles: Charge Particle 

Accelerators; Photon Sources; Neutron Sources, Measurement of 

Beam Energies and Intensities 

 

5. Radiation Detection and Measurement: Gaseous Ion Collection 

Methods, Semiconductor Detectors, Detectors Based on Light 

Emission, Track Detectors, Neutron Detectors, Auxiliary 

Instrumentation, Health Physics Instrumentation, Calibration of 

Instruments. 

6. Techniques in Nuclear Chemistry: Target Preparation, Target 

Chemistry, Preparation of Samples for Activity Measurements, 

Determination of Half Lives, Decay Scheme Studies, In-Beam 

Nuclear-Reaction Studies, Determination of Absolute 

Disintegration rates. 

7. Nuclear Reactor: The natural uranium reactor; the four factor 

formula; the classification reactors; Reactor associated Problem; 

rector power; critical size of thermal rector; the Breeder reactor; 

radioactive waste and their management; Reactors and Their Uses. 

8. Radiochemical Applications: Tracers in Chemical Applications; 

Analytical Applications; Hot-Atom Chemistry, Radiochemistry 

Applied to Nuclear Medicine, Artificially Produced Elements. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chem -4207: Polymer Chemistry Credit Hour: 03 Year: Fourth Term: II 

Rationale: 

This course will give enormous idea about polymer, polymerization and characterization.  

Course Objectives: 

• To provide students with general knowledge that will enable them to carry out further future studies 

in the subject 

Intended Learning Outcomes 

(ILOs) 

Course Content 

 Section – A 
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At the end of the course the students  

will be able to- 

 

1. create a new route for synthesis 

of polymer 

2. develop yield of a reaction 

through mechanism 

3. estimate molecular weight and 

size of polymer 

4. differentiate between different 

types of polymer compounds 

5. recognize the specified types of 

reaction mechanisms of 

polymerization 

 

1. Introduction to Polymer: Definition and types of polymer, basic 

structure of polymers, nomenclature and tacticity, molecular 

forces and chemical bonding in polymers, flow behavior of 

polymers, viscocity and viscoelasticity, glass transition 

temperature (Tg) mechanical properties of crystalline polymers: 

crystallinity, the crystalline melting point etc. 

2. Chemistry of Polymerization: Mechanism and kinetics of 

polymerization: initiator, initiation, propagation and termination, 

polymerization techniques, co-polymerization, mechanism and 

kinetics of co-polymerization, craft and co-polymers. 

3. Molecular Weight and Size of Polymers: Average molecular 

weight and number average molecular weight, distribution of 

molecular weight and degree of polymerization; methods for the 

determination of molecular weight of high polymers. 

4. Polymer Solution: Criteria for polymer solubility; size and 

shapes of polymer in solution; thermodynamics of polymer 

solutions; Flory-Huggins theory, fractionation of polymers by 

solubility. 

 

Section – B 

5. Polymer Processing: Polymer processing techniques, molding, 

extrusion, thermoforming, phenol formaldehyde resin, urea 

formaldehyde resin, melamine formaldehyde resin etc. epoxy 

resin, polyester, polyethylene, PVC etc. 

6. Chemical Transformation of Polymers: Polymers degradation, 

cross linking, intra molecular rearrangements, plasticization, 

vulcanization of rubber, curing of plastics, stabilization. 

7. Dying of Textile Fibres: Modern concept of dyeing, kinetics and 

mechanism of dyeing, factors affecting of dieing, dye 

intermediate, preparation of some important dye, and 

classification of dyes. 

8. Natural polymers: A brief outline of cotton, jute, silk, wool and 

neoprene rubber, sources and structure of cellulose, allomorphs 

and their inter conversion. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chem -4209: Chemistry of Natural Products Credit Hour: 03 Year: Fourth Term: II 

Rationale:  
This course is design to promote understanding of the significance of natural products in terms of their 

biosynthesis, biological activity and chemical synthesis, combining organic chemistry and biological 

chemistry. 

Course Objectives: 

• To introduce the role of natural products in living organisms, their biosynthesis, organic synthesis 

with natural product targets 

Intended Learning Outcomes(ILOs) Course Content 

At the end of the course the students will be able 

to- 

1. classify natural products according to the 

major biosynthetic groups (polyketide, 

shikimate, terpene, alkaloid, mixed biogenesis) 

2. identify and characterize various classes of 

natural products by their structures 

3. acquired the skills to isolate and purify simple 

products that are derived from plants and some 

animals 

4. prepare written and oral reports on selected 

topics on natural products 

5.  appreciate the different strategies available for 

alkaloid natural product synthesis in the 

context of the synthesis of morphine and 

strychnine 

 

Section-A 

1. Natural Products: General methods of isolation, 

purification and determination of structure of 

natural products by chemical and spectroscopic 

methods with reference to alkaloid, terpenes, 

steroids and hormones, primary and secondary 

metabolites. 

2. Alkaloids: Definition, isolation of alkaloids from 

plant sources, test of alkaloids, characterization of 

alkaloids by chemical spectroscopic and synthetic 

methods with reference to ephedrine, adrenaline, 

nicotine, atropine, quinine and papaverin, 

morphine, strychnine. 

3. Terpenoids: Terpenes and terpenoids, 

classification of terpenoids, isoprene rule; essential 

terpenoids; determination of structure of citral, 

menthol, cadenine and synthetic methods; 

biogenesis of terpenoids.  

Section-B 

4. Steroids and Hormones:   Introduction of steroids 

and hormones, nomenclature and functions of 

steroids and hormones; cholesterol and its effects 

in biological systems; steroidal hormones and 

glycoisides; natural and synthetic hormones. 
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5. Organic Colouring Materials: A relationship 

between colour and constitution; anthocyanidines, 

flavones, xanthenes and other materials; naturally 

occurring coloured compounds; chlorophyll and 

hemoglobin. 

6. Vitamins and Antibiotics:  History; occurrences, 

isolation and classification of vitamins and 

antibiotics; biological function and constitution of  

vitamins and antibiotics. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chem -4211: Bio-Inorganic Chemistry Credit Hour: 03 Year: Fourth  Term: II 

Rationale:  
This course will provide the important role that metal ions play in key biological processes.  

 

Course Objectives: 

To build fundamental ideas of bio-inorganic chemistry and integrate the chemical principles with biological 

applications with examples drawn from biochemistry, molecular and cell biology 

 

Intended Learning Outcomes 

(ILOs) 

Course Content 

 

At the end of the course the 

students will be able to- 

 

1. explain the importance of 

minerals to live 

2.  recognize iron-containing 

biological molecules 

3. describe the most common 

metal centers for electron-

transfer reactions—those 

based on copper and iron 

ions 

4. interpret zinc's role in 

enzymatic catalysis 

5. summarize the role of metal 

centers in the enzymes that 

are involved in the nitrogen 

cycle 

 

Section – A 

 

1. Introduction: Biological classification of essential elements, trace 

elements and its classification, role of essential trace elements in 

human nutrition, essential amino acids, arsenicals. 

2. Hemoglobein and Myoglobin: Structure and function, distinction 

between hemoglobin and myoglobin, oxygen saturation curve of 

myoglobin and hemoglobin. 

3. Iron-Sulfur Protein:  Iron-sulfur protein, long distance electron 

transfer,ferridoxins and rubredoxiens (structure and functions). 

4. Cytochrome: Classification and structure of cytochrome-C, 

function, physical properties, cytochrome P450 enzyme. 

Section – B 

 

5. Biochemistry of Other Metals: Structure of carboxypeptidases and 

their mechanistic model of their functions, vitamin B12 and 

chlorophyll (sources, structure and functions). 

6. Nitrogen Fixation: Invivo and invitro nitrogen fixation, nitrogenase, 

reactions in nitrogenase, dinitrogen complex compound, reactivity of 

coordinate nitrogen, concept of other nitrogenase. 

7. Metal Pollution Metal Toxicity in Human Health: Carcinogens 

and mutagens, treatment of cancer, rheumatoid arthritis and mental 

disorder by drugs and medicines containing various metals. 

8. Metal and Non-metals in Biology and Medicine: Metal pollution, 

major and minor pollutants, chelating ligands as drugs, non-metal 

pollution, cancer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chem -4213: Advanced Inorganic Chemistry Credit Hour: 03 Year: Fourth Term: II 

Rationale: 

This course deals with theoretical knowledge of important inorganic compounds, their structure design and 

preparation.  

Course Objectives: 

• To introduce the important inorganic compounds and provide students analyzed structural formula of 

inorganic compounds 
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Intended Learning Outcomes 

(ILOs) 

Course Content 

At the end of the course the students  

will be able to- 

 

1. explain the molecular symmetry 

2. analyze bond formation in 

metals and alloys 

3. create new types in 

coordination compounds 

4. synthesize and characterize  

phosphonitrilic compounds 

5. classify non aqueous solution 

6. evaluate ionized mechanism in 

non aqueous solvent system  

 

 

Section – A 

1. Group Theory: Symmetry analysis and its application, matrix 

representations of symmetry operations; construction of molecular 

orbitals; symmetries of molecular vibration. 

2. Bonding in Metals and Alloys: Theory of metals; valence bond 

approach; the band theory of metals; super structure and inter 

metallic compounds; nonstoichiometric compounds. 

3. Advanced treatment of bonding in coordination compounds. 

4. Inorganic Polymers: Chain and network polymers; silicon 

polymers; boron nitrogen polymers. 

 

Section – B 

5. Phosphonitrilic Compounds: Fluorocarbons: preparation, structure 

and uses; chemistry of fullerenes. 

6. Metal Carbonyls, Nitrosyls and Hydrides. 

7. Bioinorganic Chemistry: Metalloporphyrins; chlorophyll; 

cytochrome; hemoglobin and myoglobin; bitamin B and B12 

coenzymes; iron-sulphur proteins; nitrogen fixation. 

8. Non-Aqueous Solvent Systems: Classification of solvents; 

properties of ionizing solvents; solubility criteria in ionizing 

solvents; acid-base phenomenon in non-aqueous systems; studies of 

some typical non-aqueous ionizing solvents such as liquid ammonia. 

 

 

 

 

 

Chem -4215: Advanced Physical Chemistry-II Credit Hour: 03 Year: Fourth Term: II 

Rationale: 
The course deals with important principles and phenomena related to surface chemistry. Furthermore, to 

understand the principles of reaction kinetics, mechanisms and effect of catalysts on surface reactions. 

Course Objectives: 

• To enable the students to design a range of processes like dislocations, defects, contamination, cleaning 

of surfaces, isotherms, chemisorptions, enzyme catalysis etc.  

• To introduce the principles of kinetics and mechanisms of surface reactions 

Intended Learning Outcomes 

(ILOs) 

Course Content 

On successful completion of the 

course the student will be able to: 

1. describe the most important and 

fundamental theories in surface 

chemistry 

2. know the cleaning procedure of 

a surface 

3. judge the limitations of 

thermodynamics 

4. identify mechanisms for 

adhesion between surfaces and 

materials and use different 

methods to estimate this 

5. understand the kinetics of 

enzyme catalysis reaction 

Section – A 

1. Nature of Solid Surfaces: Steps, terraces, kinks, dislocations, and 

defects; contamination; cleaning of surfaces. 

2. Adsorption Energetic: Isotherms, isobers and enthalpy changes; 

adsorption measurements; studies on physical properties of 

absorbents; surface area; pore structure of polycrystalline absorbent. 

3. Kinetics of Adsorption: Elovich equation; Lagergren equation; 

Tempkin equation; mobility of absorbed species on surfaces. 

4. Chemisorptions Processes on Solid Surfaces: The Langmuir-

Hind-Shelwood mechanism; general considerations in the 

determination of heterogeneous reaction mechanism; catalysis by 

transition metals. 

Section – B 

5. Binding of Ligands and Metal ions to Macromolecule: 

Equilibrium dialysis; bioenergetics; ATP-the currency of energy; 

glycolysis; some limitations of thermodynamics. 

6. Biological Oxidation: Chemiosmotic theory of oxidative 

phosphorylation; amino acid: dissociation of amino acids; 

isoelectric point; effect of ionic strength and temperature on buffer 

solution.   

7. Enzyme Catalysis: Equation of enzyme kinetics; Michaeles-

Menten kinetics; steady state kinetics; enzyme inhibition: reversible 

and irreversible inhibition; allosteric interaction. 

8. Membrane and Surfaces in Biological System.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


